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ABSTRACT
Tracking is the process of sorting students into different curriculum tracks, such
as academic, general or vocational, based on student‟s abilities, interests, and needs.
Ability grouping pertains to academic subjects and is the process of placing students with
similar skills and abilities into levels, such as an honors level course or a regular level
course. This study defines a track as the course level in which a student is enrolled within
an academic subject, such as remedial, regular, or honors. The purpose of this research
study is to further explore the relationship between academic tracks and student
achievement and to expand on previous methods of analyses. The study analyzes student
achievement in mathematics, reading, and science based on placement into mathematics,
English, and science tracks. A multilevel growth model is applied to analyze students‟
growth rate between 9th and 11th grades and the impact that students‟ ascribed
characteristics and track placement have on student achievement over time. Results from
the study find that overall there is variation in student growth rates in mathematics,
reading, and science achievement and students‟ ascribed characteristics of race, meal
status, and gender, as well as the track in which they are enrolled, do have an impact on
student achievement.

xiv

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
There is a wide range of research on the topic of tracking and ability grouping.
Some studies look at the process for placing students into various tracks and ability
groups, with a focus on either the placement process or factors that can predict track
placement. Studies that explore the placement process find that schools vary widely in
their placement criteria for different tracks, the size of the tracks, the types of courses that
are tracked, and the ability level of students in the various tracks (Oakes, 1985; Garet &
DeLany, 1988; Hallinan, 1991; Useem, 1991; Useem, 1992b; Hallinan, 1994; Jones,
Vanfossen, & Ensminger, 1995). Studies also find that placement into a particular track is
often made based on more than one source of information and schools differ in the
amount and type of information they use to make placement decisions (Oakes, 1985,
1987; Hallinan, 1991; Kilgore, 1991; Useem, 1991; Gamoran, 1992; Oakes, Gamoran, &
Page, 1992; Useem, 1992a, 1992b; Hallinan, 1994; Jones, Vanfossen, & Ensminger,
1995; Reihl, Pallas, & Natriello, 1999).
There is little agreement among studies regarding which factors best predict track
placement. Some studies report that grades exert a greater effect on track placement than
standardized test scores, while others report that prior achievement as measured by test
scores is the strongest predictor of track placement (Alexander & McDill, 1976;
Alexander & Cook, 1982; Gamoran & Mare, 1989; Hallinan, 1991; Oakes, Gamoran, &
1
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Page, 1992). Other studies find socioeconomic status (SES) to be a stronger predictor of
track placement (Alexander & McDill, 1976; Alexander & Cook, 1982; Hallinan, 1991).
Another body of research on tracking investigates the impact of organizational
characteristics on track placement. Studies find that the relationship between
organizational characteristics and tracking are due to the influence of a school or
district‟s track structure and organization of curriculum, the differences in criteria for
assignment into a particular track, and the inclusive versus exclusive tracking patterns of
schools. These relationships are found to have an effect on tracking patterns in schools
(Cicourel & Kitsuse, 1963; Sorensen, 1970; Hallinan, 1991; Kilgore, 1991; Useem,
1992a; Hallinan, 1994), as well as student‟s cognitive growth and academic achievement
(Vanfossen, Jones, & Spade, 1985; Lee & Bryk, 1989; Hallinan, 1994).
Research on the impact of ascribed characteristics of socioeconomic status and
race/ethnicity on track placement finds that tracking widens the gap between poor and
minority students due to the disproportionate placement of students into lower tracks
(Vanfossen, Jones, & Spade, 1985; Gamoran, 1987; Gamoran & Mare, 1989; Lee &
Bryk, 1989; Oakes, Gamoran, & Page, 1992; Oakes & Guiton, 1995). Finally, research
that investigates the impact of track placement on future outcomes, including future
opportunities, access to knowledge, likelihood of graduating from high school, goals and
aspirations, attitudes, and socialization, finds that students in an academic track tend to
have higher educational goals and higher aspirations (Alexander & McDill, 1976;
Alexander, Cook, & McDill, 1978; Oakes, 1985; Vanfossen, Jones & Spade, 1985).
A wide range of research methods have been used to study the topic of tracking.
Many of the studies that use quantitative methods of analysis use some form of regression
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analysis; few studies apply multilevel models to the analysis of tracking data. The use of
multilevel modeling as a research method has become more popular in education
research, particularly in regards to school effects research. It is a viable method to use
when addressing the complex issues and hierarchical relationships of students nested in
classrooms nested in schools (Burstein, 1980; Raudenbush & Bryk, 1986, 2002). The
application of multilevel growth models provides a method to analyze change over time
and the factors that can predict that change (Singer & Willett, 2003).
The purpose of this research study is to further explore the relationship between
academic tracks and student achievement and to expand on previous methods of analyses.
This study will focus on the initial criteria used to place students into different tracks and
whether or not there is a difference in the rate of growth between students who meet the
same criteria but who are placed in different tracks. The research questions that will drive
this study will focus on students‟ rate of growth over time and whether or not enrollment
in a particular academic track impacts that rate of growth. To address these questions, this
research study will apply a multilevel growth model to analyze students‟ growth rate
between 9th and 11th grades and the impact of track placement on student achievement.
This is a different analytical approach than what has commonly been done in
earlier studies on tracking. There appears to be a gap in the research that explores the
impact of tracking on students with similar test scores but who are placed in different
tracks. There is also a gap in the research of studies that use multilevel growth models to
analyze the relationship between tracking and student achievement. This study hopes to
add to the body of knowledge on tracking and how tracking impacts growth rates of
students with similar placement criteria who are placed in different tracks.
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The findings from this research study may have some policy implications.
According to federal law, all schools are expected to meet Annual Yearly Progress
(AYP). In Illinois, AYP in secondary schools is in large part determined based on
student‟s achievement on the Prairie State Achievement Examination (PSAE). The PSAE
is taken by students in the spring of their junior year. The greater the number of students
whose scores meet or exceed expectations on the PSAE, the greater the chances are that
the school will make AYP. One-half of the PSAE is the ACT test. One way a school can
measure their students‟ progress towards meeting expectations on the PSAE is to analyze
growth rates between the 8th grade EXPLORE test and the 10th grade PLAN test. All
three tests (EXPLORE, PLAN, ACT) were developed by the same company and are
scored on a common scale. This research study uses EXPLORE, PLAN, and ACT
achievement data in an effort to provide insight as to whether or not the academic track in
which a student is enrolled impacts their rate of growth between the EXPLORE and ACT
tests. Subsequently, it may help provide insight into whether or not the entry into
different tracks has an impact on a student‟s progress towards passing the PSAE and the
school‟s ability to meet AYP. Because this research study includes variables such as
gender, race, and socioeconomic status to explore the relationship with track placement,
it also touches on a broader issue of the achievement gap and how under-represented
groups are impacted by the track in which they are placed.
The following chapters introduce the topic of tracking in depth, outline the
method of analysis, and present the findings from the study. Chapter 2 provides a review
of the literature on tracking and outlines the specific research questions that are the focus
of this study. Chapter 3 details the method of analysis and describes the sample and
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variables that will be included in the analysis. Chapter 4 reports the results from the study
and is organized around the specific research questions. Chapter 5 provides a discussion
of the key findings, as well as implications to current practice and limitations of the
research study.

CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
Tracking is the process of sorting students into different curriculum tracks, such
as academic, general or vocational, based on student‟s abilities, interests, and needs.
Ability grouping pertains to academic subjects and is the process of placing students with
similar skills and abilities into levels, such as an honors level course or a regular level
course. In a high school setting, curriculum tracking and ability grouping may overlap,
particularly in schools that have both multiple curriculum tracks and multiple ability
groups for various academic subjects. For example, a student in an academic track may
be in an honors level English class but a regular level math class (Oakes, 1987).
Throughout the literature on tracking the terms ability grouping, ability levels,
track placement, and curriculum placement have been used interchangeably. Terms such
as academic track, general track, vocational track, and non-academic track have also been
used throughout the literature. Academic track refers to a college-preparatory track;
general and vocational tracks are also referred to as non-academic tracks, or tracks that
are otherwise not geared towards college preparation. For the purpose of this study a
track will be defined as the course level in which a student is enrolled within an academic
subject, such as remedial, regular, or honors. Achievement and ability are another set of
terms that encompass various meanings. Ability or past achievement can refer to IQ,
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grades, or standardized test scores. For the purpose of this study, achievement will be
measured from a set of standardized test scores.
Research on Tracking
The impact of tracking on student achievement has been found to vary depending
on the track in which a student is placed, where higher tracked students tend to reap more
benefits (Oakes, 1985, 1987; Gamoran, 1987; Oakes, Gamoran, & Page, 1992). Research
by Oakes, Gamoran, and Page (1992) found that the upper tracks have an advantage and
that tracking may raise achievement for higher-track students but not those in the lower
tracks who are at a disadvantage, thus widening the achievement gap between high and
low tracks over time. Alexander, Cook, and McDill (1978) concluded that tracking
consistently affects educational goals, achievements, and goal-oriented behaviors of
students in the 12th grade, and that students in non-academic tracks are at a disadvantage
in their future educational careers. Kulik and Kulik (1982) conducted a meta-analysis of
52 studies on ability grouping in secondary schools and categorized their findings into
four main areas: student achievement, self-concept, attitude towards subject matter, and
attitude towards school. They found that ability grouping had small effects on student
achievement, particularly with average and low ability students, but that students in
grouped classes develop more positive attitudes towards the subjects they study. In
particular, high-ability students placed in an honors class benefit from the stimulation
provided by other high-ability students and from the special curricula in which they are
placed (Kulik & Kulik, 1982). In contrast, an early study on the Equality of Educational
Opportunity (Coleman, et al, 1966) found that schools have little influence on student
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achievement that is independent of student background, including race/ethnicity and
socioeconomic status.
Placement Process.
Research has shown that schools vary widely in their placement criteria for
different tracks, the size of the tracks (i.e. distribution of students among various tracks),
the types of courses that are tracked, and the ability level of students in the various tracks
(Oakes, 1985; Garet & DeLany, 1988; Hallinan, 1991; Useem, 1991; Useem, 1992b;
Hallinan, 1994; Jones, Vanfossen, & Ensminger, 1995). Schools differ in the types of
courses tracked within the different academic departments. Garet & DeLany (1988)
found that course-taking patterns differ across schools and among the various academic
departments. These differences can be explained in part by the differences in how schools
organize their curriculum and in part by the differences in the composition of the school‟s
student population (Garet & DeLany, 1988). Gamoran (1987) found that within school
differences are tied to differential course-taking, where students in the academic track are
more advantaged than students in the general track, who are more advantaged than
students in the vocational track. These advantages are due to a greater access to courses
of study that produce high achievement. Oakes (1985) found that schools differ in the
number of classes and subject areas that are tracked and whether or not students are
tracked across more than one subject area. Oakes also found that at many schools once a
student is placed in a particular track they often remain in that assigned track from year to
year.
Placement into a particular track is often made based on more than one source of
information, such as standardized test scores coupled with teacher or counselor
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recommendations; but schools differ in the amount and type of information they use to
make placement decisions (Oakes, 1985, 1987; Hallinan, 1991; Kilgore, 1991; Useem,
1991; Gamoran, 1992; Oakes, Gamoran, & Page, 1992; Useem, 1992a, 1992b; Hallinan,
1994; Jones, Vanfossen, & Ensminger, 1995; Reihl, Pallas, & Natriello, 1999). Several
studies have found that standardized test scores are one of the main criteria for placing
students in different tracks or ability groups (Heyns, 1974; Oakes, 1985, 1987; Gamoran,
1992; Oakes, Gamoran, & Page, 1992; Hallinan, 1994; Riehl, Pallas, & Natriello, 1999),
as well as other student ability measures such as past achievement (Alexander, Cook, &
McDill, 1978; Lee & Bryk, 1988; Oakes & Guiton, 1995).
In addition to researching the role of standardized test scores and other ability
measures (i.e. grades or IQ scores) in track placement, studies have also looked at the role
that counselors and teachers play in the placement process. Counselors and teachers have
been found to greatly influence track placement through their recommendations (Cicourel
& Kitsuse, 1963; Oakes, 1985, 1987; Gamoran, 1992; Oakes, Gamoran, & Page 1992;
Useem, 1992b; Reihl, Pallas & Natriello, 1999). Reihl, Pallas, and Natriello (1999)
reported that when placing students into courses, counselors discount previous grades and
course information and place a greater emphasis on standardized tests scores. Cicourel
and Kitsuse (1963) found that counselors classify students based on achievement criteria
and social class, with assignment to ability groups made by counselors and teachers
interpretation of students‟ performance on aptitude tests. As an example, the authors
found that a higher social class may be given a greater weight than a student‟s GPA when
classifying students as „excellent.‟ Useem (1992b) found that tracking in mathematics
began at the seventh grade where placement is determined by school personnel with some
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parental input. Schools that do not rely on standardized test scores encourage more input
from parents (Useem, 1991).
Another body of research focuses on organizational characteristics and their
relationship to tracking by exploring the influence of a school or district‟s track structure
and organization of curriculum, the differences in criteria for assignment into a particular
track, and the inclusive versus exclusive tracking patterns of schools. Studies that focus
on organizational differences find that these differences have an effect on tracking
patterns in schools (Cicourel & Kitsuse, 1963; Sorensen, 1970; Hallinan, 1991; Kilgore,
1991; Useem, 1992a; Hallinan, 1994), as well as student‟s cognitive growth and
academic achievement (Vanfossen, Jones, & Spade, 1985; Lee & Bryk, 1989; Hallinan,
1994).
Hallinan (1991, 1994) found that the likelihood of a student being assigned to a
higher track varies by school, as do the characteristics of the track level to which the
student is assigned. She found that the number of track levels is often decided at the
district-level when a district has more than one secondary school. Student placement into
a particular track is influenced by the characteristics of a school‟s track structure,
assignment criteria, flexibility of track membership, and the school‟s scheduling
priorities. In addition, schools were found to differ in the effect of a student‟s background
characteristics on track placement (Hallinan, 1991, 1994). Jones, Vanfossen, &
Ensminger (1995) also looked at placement criteria from an organizational perspective
and found that a school‟s organizational and compositional characteristics affect the track
placement of students, where students with similar characteristics may find themselves in
different tracks depending on the schools they attend. Oakes & Guiton (1995) found that
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tracking decisions result from three factors: differentiated, hierarchical curriculum
structures; school cultures that alternate between common schooling and accommodating
differences; and political actions by individuals aimed at influencing the distribution of
advantage.
The inclusiveness of tracking patterns versus the exclusiveness of tracking
patterns and the impact on track placement has also been studied. Schools that are more
inclusive have a greater number of educational opportunities at different educational
levels. Schools that are more exclusive have more rigid criteria and fewer opportunities
available to a wide range of students (Sorensen, 1970). Research has found that the more
inclusive the school, the greater the proportion of students enrolled in a track above
where they would generally be placed (Sorensen, 1970; Kilgore, 1991; Useem, 1992a).
Schools with more exclusive tracking patterns have higher standards for entrance into the
academic track, and thus a higher proportion of students below their expected track
placement (Kilgore, 1991). Kilgore (1991) found that exclusive track patterns exist when
there is a high demand for placement in an academic track, when the principal lacks
confidence in the student‟s abilities, and when the teachers have high standards and
expectations. In Useem‟s research on the role that parents play in the placement of their
child in math courses, she found that schools differ in the importance placed on allowing
more students access to accelerated math courses. These different philosophies
subsequently impact the school‟s criteria for track placement (Useem, 1991, 1992a).
Predictors of Track Placement.
Research finds that schools vary in the effect of student background
characteristics on track assignment. Several studies have tried to identify variables that
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predict track placement, and there does not seem to be much agreement among the
research regarding which variables are the best predictors of track placement. Hallinan
(1991) found that grades exert a greater effect on track placement than standardized test
scores. Some research reports that prior achievement, as measured by test scores, is the
strongest predictor of track placement (Alexander & McDill, 1976; Alexander & Cook,
1982; Gamoran & Mare, 1989; Oakes, Gamoran, & Page, 1992). Dauber, Alexander, &
Entwisle (1996) reported that 6th grade standardized test scores have a strong influence on
8th grade course level placement and that grades have little influence on placement. Jones,
Vanfossen, & Ensminger (1995) found that the chance of being placed in an academic
track increases as grades, tests scores, socioeconomic status, and educational expectations
in the 8th grade increase, along with being white and male.
Other research finds socioeconomic status (SES) to be a stronger predictor of
track placement (Alexander & McDill, 1976; Alexander & Cook, 1982; Hallinan, 1991).
Heyns (1974) early research found that socioeconomic status was not a strong predictor
of curriculum placement. Alexander & McDill (1976) followed up on Heyns‟ study and
found that once socioeconomic status was added to the model it had a larger effect on
track placement than academic ability. They found that the higher a student‟s
socioeconomic status, the greater their chance of being enrolled in an academic track,
while lower SES students are often enrolled in general or vocational tracks (Alexander &
McDill, 1976; Vanfossen, Jones, & Spade, 1985). Gamoran (1992) found that in addition
to test scores and other achieved characteristics, student‟s socioeconomic status figured
into the placement process.
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Impact of Ascribed Characteristics on Track Placement.
In addition to examining its role as a predictor of track placement, several studies
on tracking have looked at the impact that ascribed characteristics such as SES, parent‟s
education level, and race have on track placement (Cicourel & Kitsuse, 1963; Alexander,
Cook & McDill, 1978; Useem, 1992b). Several studies have found that tracking widens
the gap between high and low SES students, where high SES students are more
advantaged and more likely to be placed in an academic track (Vanfossen, Jones, &
Spade, 1985; Gamoran, 1987; Gamoran & Mare, 1989; Lee & Bryk, 1989; Oakes,
Gamoran, & Page, 1992; Oakes & Guiton, 1995). Gamoran & Mare (1989) reported that
while tracking widens the gap between high and low SES students, it also compensates
for differences between race and gender, thereby reducing any inequalities in these areas.
Other research has found that SES affects track placement through its impact on student‟s
goals, where lower SES students tend to be less engaged in academic pursuits
(Alexander, Cook, & McDill, 1978; Lee & Bryk, 1988). Sorenson (1970) discussed the
role of vertical differentiation (or ability grouping) and how it segregates students based
on family background characteristics, which leads to increasing segregation of classes
with respect to family background characteristics. Thus, more selective vertical
differentiation means greater between-classroom variation.
Parent‟s education level can be viewed as an indirect link to socioeconomic
status. Useem (1992b) looked at the effect of parent‟s education level on their child‟s
course placement, specifically how more affluent and educated parents use social and
cultural resources to impact students track placement in mathematics courses. She found
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a high correlation between placement in a mathematics ability group and parent‟s
educational level. School districts with a high level of parent education also have a high
proportion of students in accelerated tracks.
The issue of the effect of race on track placement is prevalent in the literature on
tracking. Some studies have found a disproportionate number of minorities placed in
lower tracks and have concluded that tracking widens the gap between minority and poor
students (Oakes, 1985, 1987, 1990; Gamoran, 1992; Oakes, Gamoran, & Page, 1992;
Oakes, Selvin, Karoly, & Guiton, 1992; Oakes & Guiton, 1995; Lucas & Gamoran, 2002;
Ballón, 2008). Oakes (1985) found that tracking does not appear to be related to either
overall increasing academic achievement or promoting positive attitudes and behaviors,
and that poor and minority students seem to suffer the most from tracking. Oakes
concluded that tracking retards academic progress, fosters low self-esteem, promotes
social misbehavior, lowers aspirations, and separates students along socioeconomic lines
so that a greater number of poor and minority students are found in the bottom tracks.
Low income and minority students more commonly enrolled in lower ability tracks (i.e.
vocational and general) than their white or high income peers who are more likely to be
enrolled a higher ability, academic track (Oakes, 1985, 1990).
Later research continues to find that achievement is highly related to the types of
academic courses in which students are enrolled and once test scores are controlled for,
race/ethnicity are still important factors in students‟ participation in higher ability,
college-prep mathematics and English courses (Oakes, Selvin, Karoly, & Guiton, 1992).
Ballón (2008) found that African American and Mexican American students are
underrepresented in honors mathematics track and white and Asian students are
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overrepresented in honors mathematics tracks. This is in large part explained by prior
mathematics achievement, but that alone does not account for the variation in
mathematics track placement (Ballón, 200).
On the other hand, there are some studies that do not report race/ethnicity as
having an impact on track placement. Hallinan (1991) found socioeconomic status to be a
factor in English track placement only, but race/ethnicity not to be a factor in either
English or mathematics track placement.
Impact of Tracking on Future Outcomes.
Tracking has also been found to have an impact on student‟s future outcomes,
including future opportunities, access to knowledge, likelihood of graduating from high
school, goals and aspirations, attitudes, and socialization. Once students are placed in a
track they often remain in that track. It has been found that initial placement impacts
future placement and tracking limits access to knowledge and learning opportunities for
students in non-academic tracks (Oakes, 1985; Stevenson, Schiller, & Schneider, 1994;
Oakes & Guiton, 1995; Dauber, Alexander, & Entwisle, 1996; Trusty & Niles, 2003).
Students placed in an academic track have more opportunities academically and beyond.
Being in an academic track increases the likelihood of graduating and going to college
(Alexander & Cook, 1982; Rosenbaum, 1976; Gamoran & Berends, 1987; Gamoran &
Mare, 1989; Trusty & Niles, 2003), and the likelihood of having more career
opportunities (Alexander & McDill, 1976; Alexander, Cook, & McDill, 1978). Tracking
and course-taking are found to account for a large amount of the differences in student
achievement, particularly for low and average ability students (Gamoran, 1987; Oakes,
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1987; Kulik & Kulik, 1982). Cicourel & Kitsuse (1963) found that classifying students
only reinforces their limitations and opportunities.
Lastly, another body of research looks at the impact of tracking on non-academic
variables, such as students‟ goals, aspirations, attitude, and socialization. Students in an
academic track tend to have higher educational goals, such as plans to attend college, and
higher aspirations (Alexander & McDill, 1976; Alexander, Cook, & McDill, 1978;
Oakes, 1985; Vanfossen, Jones & Spade, 1985). Socially, tracking can polarize students
and create differences in attitude and behavior (Sorensen, 1970; Rosenbaum, 1975, 1976;
Gamoran & Berands, 1987), as well as friendship choices (Rosenbaum, 1976; Vanfossen,
Jones, & Spade, 1985). Oakes (1985) found that higher tracked students have more
positive attitudes and higher aspirations, but that tracking does not promote positive
attitudes or behavior. On the other hand, Kulik & Kulik‟s meta-analysis (1982) reported
positive effects from ability grouping on attitude more so than on achievement.
In summary, the process of placing students into different tracks varies widely
among schools and districts. Placing students into academic versus non-academic tracks
may depend on whether or not the school has an inclusive or exclusive philosophy;
whether the school relies more on student ability such as standardized test scores and past
achievement as opposed to counselor and teacher recommendations or parental input; and
how large a role students‟ ascribed characteristics such as socioeconomic status or
race/ethnicity has on their track placement. Research shows that once a student is placed
into a particular track, they are most likely to remain in that assigned track. This initial
placement has been found to impact a student‟s future, including future opportunities,
access to knowledge, and student‟s goals, aspirations, attitudes, and socialization.
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Research Methods Used to Evaluate Tracking
The research on tracking and the placement process use a wide variety of research
methods. Several studies use qualitative methods, mainly case studies and interviews
(Cicourel & Kitsuse, 1963; Rosenbaum, 1976; Oakes, 1985; Useem, 1991, 1992a, 1992b;
Reihl, Pallas, and Natriello, 1999); while others use mixed methods, such as Gamoran &
Berands (1987) who combined ethnographic and survey methods. Gamoran (1992) and
Garet & DeLany (1988) combined interviews with school staff and analyses of school
records and used logistic regression to analyze course placements. Oakes & Guiton
(1995) used quantitative and qualitative case study methods to understand how educators
made tracking decisions, including: document analysis, interviews, observations, and
quantitative analysis of transcript data.
A majority of the studies reviewed used quantitative methods of analysis. One of
the more common research methods used is logistic regression on longitudinal survey
data, such as the High School & Beyond dataset (Hallinan, 1991; Kilgore, 1991;
Stevenson, Schiller, & Schneider, 1994; Jones, Vanfossen, & Ensminger, 1995; Dauber,
Alexander, & Entwisle, 1996; Trusty & Niles, 2003). Logistic regression fits a regression
model when the dependent variable is dichotomous (Howell, 2002), such as predicting
the likelihood of being placed in an academic track or otherwise. Gamoran (1992) used
logistic regression to estimate the likelihood of assignment to honors level English as a
function of ascribed, achieved, and organizational criteria in five school districts. Garet &
DeLany (1988) used logistic regression to determine student‟s course placement in 10th
grade math or science courses.
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Multiple regression models that use longitudinal survey data are also a common
method of analysis (Heyns, 1974; Alexander & McDill, 1976; Alexander, Cook, &
McDill, 1978; Vanfossen, Jones, & Spade, 1985; Gamoran, 1987; Gamoran & Mare,
1989; Hallinan, 1994). Other methods included Kulik & Kulik‟s (1982) use of metaanalysis, Alexander & Cook‟s (1982) use of structural equation modeling, Lee & Bryk‟s
(1988) use of path analysis and the use of hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) (Lee &
Bryk, 1989; Muller & Schiller, 2000). Lee & Bryk (1989) used the High School &
Beyond dataset to analyze the impact of student variables (i.e. demographic and prior
academic achievement) and school variables (i.e. school climate, teachers, demographic)
on senior year mathematics achievement in public and Catholic high schools. In their
multilevel model, students were nested in schools. They found that organizational
differences among schools exert a substantial impact on students‟ mathematics
achievement and suggests that the academic organization of a school (i.e. number of
tracks) structures differential learning opportunities (Lee & Bryk, 1989).
Muller & Schiller (2000) examined the impact of students nested in states and
used HLM to study the relationship between state-level testing policies and student-level
outcomes of high school graduation and the number of advanced mathematics course
credits earned. They used the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988-92 (NELS:
88-92) for student background and educational experiences and the National Longitudinal
Study of Schools (NLSS) dataset for measures of state‟s testing policies. Muller and
Schiller used HLM to evaluate whether the relationship between socioeconomic status
(SES) and attaining a high school diploma varied depending on a state‟s policies. They
found that states with more extensive testing had higher graduation rates. They also found
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that students earned fewer mathematics credits in states where test scores were linked to a
greater number of consequences for students, but that students earned more mathematics
credits in states that linked test performance to a greater number of consequences for
schools. In relation to SES, they found that state policies that linked test performance to
consequences for schools were related to a greater stratification on the basis of SES for
both the students‟ likelihood of obtaining a high school diploma and the number of
advanced mathematics credits students earned (Muller & Schiller, 2000).
The use of multilevel modeling as a research method has become more popular in
education research, particularly school effects research. It is a viable method to use when
addressing the complex issues and hierarchical relationships of students nested in
classrooms nested in schools (Burstein, 1980; Raudenbush & Bryk, 1986, 2002). In their
seminal study, Raudenbush & Bryk (1986) demonstrated how the use of hierarchical
linear models can be used to study school effects. As an illustrative example they
considered the effectiveness of public versus private high schools. Raudenbush & Bryk
used a two-level model of students nested in schools to explain within-group and
between-group differences; where the within-group model specified the relationship
among student-level characteristics and outcomes such as achievement scores, and the
between-group model allowed for simultaneous investigation of the effects on school
means and regression coefficients. They concluded that the difference in the strength of
the SES-achievement relationship between the public and private sectors is primarily a
within-school phenomenon (Raudenbush & Bryk, 1986).
Hierarchical linear models (HLM) have been used to address a variety of research
questions surrounding many different areas of school effects research. Two-level
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hierarchical models of students nested in schools have been used to analyze research
topics such as evaluating the impact of school size on student learning (Lee & Smith,
1997; Nye, Hedges, & Konstantopoulos, 1999; Kahne, Sporte, de la Torre, & Easton,
2006), assessing the effectiveness of a magnet school program at improving academic
performance (Adcock & Phillips, 2000), examining the effect of student-level predictors
and school characteristics on student achievement (Mandeville & Kennedy, 1993; Young,
Reynolds, & Walberg, 1996; Ma & Klinger, 2000; Shafer, Yen, & Rahman, 2000;
Konstantopoulos, 2006), and examining the role of high school achievement on
predicting students‟ grades in their first year of college (Pike & Saupe, 2002). Other
models have looked at students nested in classrooms to explore such topics as the
relationship between classroom instructional practices and student achievement
(DeVaney, 1996); the relationship between classroom instructional practices and change
in students‟ value of reading (Anderman et al., 1996); and to identify classroom
compositional and instructional characteristics that contribute to differences between
homogeneous and heterogeneous classes in terms of students‟ mathematics achievement
(Bode, 1993).
Another body of studies have applied HLM to teachers nested in schools in an
effort to examine the relationship between organizational context and teacher expectancy
(Kelley & Finnigan, 2003); and to explore the relationship between teacher participation
in the implementation of reform initiatives and teacher buy-in (Turnbull, 2002). Studies
have also used three-level hierarchical models of students nested in classrooms nested in
schools to research topics such as whether patterns exist in students engagement in
instructional activity and whether the patterns are consistent across grade levels and class
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subject matter (Marks, 2000), or to determine if students‟ ability to apply mathematical
reasoning to work-related problems differs for students enrolled in applied academics
courses versus students enrolled in traditional courses (Field, 1999). Finally, HLM has
been applied in the analysis of growth curve models to explore research questions such as
examining the effects of third grade ability and achievement on subsequent ability and
achievement in middle and high school (Rescorla & Rosenthal, 2004), examining the
effects of early multiple risk factors and child factors (i.e. IQ and mental health) on
students‟ achievement trajectories from first to twelfth grade (Gutman, Sameroff, & Cole,
2003), or estimating student and school growth trajectories (Zvoch & Stevens, 2005).
This research study will apply a multilevel growth model to analyze the growth
rate of students achievement in mathematics, reading, and science, and the impact that
track placement has on student growth rates. This is a different approach to analyzing
data related to tracking than what has been done in the past. By using this method the
researcher will attempt to determine whether or not this is a viable model for analyzing
the impact that track placement has on student achievement.
Research Questions
The purpose of this research study is to further examine the relationship between
academic tracks and their impact on student achievement and to expand on previous
methods of analysis. This study will focus on the initial criteria used to place students
into different tracks and whether or not there is a difference in achievement between
students with similar criteria who are placed in different tracks.
As the research has shown, standardized test scores play a large role in placing
students in academic versus non-academic tracks. It is possible that students with the
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same test scores are placed in different tracks due to additional factors such as past
achievement, counselor or teacher recommendations, parental input, or the student‟s
ascribed characteristics. This research study will examine the impact that different track
placement has on the growth rates of students‟ who start out with similar test scores. The
research questions that will drive this study are as follows:
1. Is there a difference in the rate of growth between students from 9th to 11th
grade?
2. Do student‟s ascribed characteristics (i.e. race/ethnicity, gender, and
socioeconomic status) have an impact on their rate of growth?
3. Does the academic track in which the students are placed in the 9th grade, and
in which they remain by the end of the 11th grade, have an impact on their rate
of growth?
4. Is there a difference in the rate of growth between students with similar
standardized scores but who are placed in different academic tracks for the
same academic subject beginning in the 9th grade?

CHAPTER THREE
METHOD
Multilevel growth models focus on two types of questions: how does the outcome
change over time and can we predict differences in these changes? The first question asks
us to characterize each individual‟s pattern of change over time, while the second
question asks us to examine the association between predictors and patterns of change
(Singer & Willett, 2003). A multilevel growth model is used to analyze the growth rate of
students nested in tracks. The study analyzes student achievement in mathematics,
reading, and science based on placement into mathematics, English, and science tracks.
This is the most appropriate model for this particular research study because the focus of
the study is on patterns of change over time and identifying variables that impact that
pattern of change.
Using two graduated cohorts of high school students, the model will incorporate
two levels: level-1 is the repeated-observations model of students test scores that measure
academic growth; and level-2 is the person-level model which takes into account
individual characteristics and the academic track in which a student is enrolled. This
chapter describes the sample, the independent and dependent variables that will be
included in the analysis, and details about the analytical method that will be used.
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Sample
The data for this study comes from a medium-sized urban-suburban high school
district in the Midwest. There are about 3000 students in the school district and the ethnic
distribution within the school district is about 47% Caucasian, 36% African-American,
10% Hispanic, 3% Asian, and 3% multiracial.
Data
Two cohorts of graduated students from 2007 and 2008 are analyzed. The data for
this study includes students‟ high school transcripts; 8th, 10th, and 11th grade standardized
reading, mathematics, and science test scores; and ascribed characteristics such as gender,
race/ethnicity, and socioeconomic status, as measured by meal status. High school
transcript data collected includes all courses taken while at the high school, the track
level of the courses taken, grades earned, the number of credits earned, and cumulative
GPA data. This data is used to identify the different tracks within the English,
mathematics, and science courses in which the students are enrolled. Appendix C has a
list of all the student variables that were requested from the school district.
The school has several tracks in the subject areas of mathematics, English, and
science, including: enriched, remedial, regular, mixed regular, mixed honors, honors, and
advanced placement (AP). Enriched courses are generally offered in the freshman year
only. Students that start out in enriched courses are often tracked into the next level of
remedial courses for the rest of their academic years. For this analysis, students enrolled
in the enriched level are combined with students in remedial levels and referred to as
remedial. Remedial courses differ from regular level courses because they provide
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additional support to the students, often in terms of an extra period of class. Mixed-ability
classes combine students whose test scores are higher than the cutoff for placement into a
regular level class but lower than the cutoff scores required for placement into an honors
course. The English and science academic areas include the mixed-ability track, which is
not available in the mathematics academic area.
Initial placement into a track is in large part determined by students‟ 8th grade
EXPLORE test score. It is important to note that not all tracks are found in each of the
academic departments. All analyses of the three subject areas of mathematics, English,
and science are conducted separately and based on the respective subject area test scores.
Appendix B reports the placement criteria for English, mathematics, and science courses.
Instrumentation
This school district relies on the standardized EXPLORE test that is given in the
Fall of the students‟ 8th grade as a measure for placing incoming freshman into the
different course levels. Student progress is measured through standardized tests in the
Fall of their 10th grade (PLAN) and Spring of their 11th grade (ACT). The ACT test taken
in a student‟s junior year is part of the Illinois statewide Prairie State Achievement Exam
(PSAE) that all students are required to take in order to graduate. The EXPLORE, PLAN,
and ACT tests are developed by ACT, Inc. and are scored on a common scale that
extends from 1 to 36, making it possible to compare student growth rates from eighth to
eleventh grade. The maximum EXPLORE score is 25, the maximum PLAN score is 32,
and the maximum ACT score is 36. Each test is slightly longer to account for added
difficulty. All three tests contain four multiple-choice subject tests in English,
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mathematics, reading, and science, along with a composite score which is an average of
the four subject test scale scores (ACT, 2007b).

These tests are considered norm-

referenced because individual student scores are compared to a national population of
student scores for that same test (ACT, 2007b).
Roberts and Bassiri (2005) investigated the relationship between initial academic
achievement of students on the EXPLORE test and their rate of change in academic
achievement at Grade 10 on the PLAN test and Grade 11/12 on the ACT test and found
that students‟ initial level of academic achievement on the EXPLORE test is an important
predictor of change in academic growth for students within schools. Bassiri and Roberts
(2005) also examined the relationship between high school core courses taken (defined as
four years of English and three years each of mathematics, science, and social studies)
and student growth as measured by the EXPLORE, PLAN, and ACT subject tests of
English, mathematics, reading, and science. They found that students who took the high
school core curriculum had statistically significant faster rates of change to higher
achievement scores on English, mathematics, reading, and science then students who did
not take the core curriculum (Bassiri & Roberts, 2005). This research study will analyze
the rate of change between the EXPLORE and ACT tests for two cohorts of students and
explore how the academic track that students are initially placed in impacts their rate of
growth on these achievement tests.
Procedure
Archival data from the 2007 and 2008 graduated cohorts was obtained from the
school district. Per district requirements, a proposal was submitted to the Research,
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Evaluation, and Assessment Department describing the methods, procedures, and
instrumentation that will be used in the study. All student data is encrypted with a unique
identification number that prevents the ability to identify individuals and therefore
maintains anonymity of student data. The data will remain confidential and no
information will be reported that will identify the school district.
Data Analysis
Growth models can be represented through a two-level hierarchical model where
level-1 represents the within-person change over time and describes each individual‟s
growth trajectory. These individual growth parameters become the outcome variables in
the level-2 model, which reflects the between-person differences in change over time.
The goal at level-2 is to determine the relationship between the predictors and the shape
of each person‟s individual growth trajectory. At level-2 it is assumed that the individual
parameters vary as a function of certain measurable characteristics of the individual‟s
background and environment (Bryk & Raudenbush, 1987; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002;
Singer & Willett, 2003). This study will analyze student growth between 9th and 11th
grades and whether or not the academic track in which a student is placed has an impact
on that rate of growth.
The basic requirements for multilevel growth models are three or more waves of
data, an outcome whose values change systematically over time, and a sensible metric for
clocking time, such as students‟ grade or age. When there are only a few observations
(i.e. 3 or 4 data points) it becomes necessary to fit simpler models with a stricter
assumption that the individual growth is linear over time (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002;
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Singer & Willett, 2003). Growth curve modeling requires that the outcome data collected
at each time point be measured on a common metric, so that changes across time reflect
growth and not changes in the measurement scale (Bryk & Raudenbush, 1987). The data
I plan to use in this study will include three test scores (EXPLORE, PLAN, and ACT)
that are measured on a common scale. The measure for clocking time will be the
student‟s grade at 9th, 10th, and 11th grades. The EXPLORE test, which is taken in a
student‟s 8th grade, is one of the main criteria for course placement when a student enters
the 9th grade. This focus of this study is on placement in the 9th grade and its impact on
growth over time.
The application of multilevel models has helped address several issues that have
beset past analyses of educational data, including: aggregation bias, misestimated
standard errors, and heterogeneity of regression (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002; Singer &
Willett, 2003). Aggregation bias occurs when there is a cross-level inference, such as
when school level data is used to make inferences about individual behavior. Variables
can have different meanings at different levels of analysis. Analysis of educational effects
at different levels highlights the considerable differences across the levels. In addition,
different variables may enter the model at different levels. Hierarchical models help
resolve this issue by breaking down any observed relationship between variables into
level-1 and level-2 components (Burstein, 1980; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002; Singer &
Willett, 2003).
According to Raudenbush & Bryk (2002), the problem of misestimated standard
errors takes place when the researcher fails to take into account the dependence among
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individual responses within the same organization. Multilevel models help resolve this
problem by incorporating a unique random effect into the model for each organizational
unit and the variability in these random effects is taken into account in estimating
standard errors (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).
Another technical issue that Raudenbush & Bryk (2002) discuss is heterogeneity
of regression, which occurs when the relationships between individual characteristics and
outcomes vary across organizations. Accordingly, they found that “hierarchical linear
models allow the investigator to estimate a separate set of regression coefficients for each
organizational unit and then model the variation among the organizations in their sets of
coefficients as multivariate outcomes to be explained by organizational factors” (p. 100).
In addition to the issues mentioned above, Burstein (1980) highlights three more
key issues: choosing the appropriate unit of analysis, contextual analysis, and
specification of appropriate analytical models for multilevel data. According to Burstein,
the issue of choosing the appropriate unit of analysis addresses the research question
under investigation and whether or not it requires individual-level or group-level
analyses. These analyses at the individual-level and group-level are important and get to
the issue of contextual analysis, where the researcher explores whether or not aspects of
group membership can help explain an individual outcome after the effects of individual
characteristics have been considered. Lastly, according to Burstein the focus of a study of
educational effects should be on the proper specification of the analytical models rather
than having to choose among competing units of analysis (Burstein, 1980).
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This study will use a two-level growth model, which is discussed in Raudenbush
and Bryk (2002). Level-1 is the repeated-observations model of student test scores that
measure academic growth, and level-2 is the person-level model which takes into account
individual characteristics and the academic track in which a student is enrolled. Since
there are only three data points available, this model assumes that the individual growth
will be linear over time. The formula for the fully unconditional model is:
Level-1 model (repeated-observations model)
Yti   0i   1i (Grade)ti  eti

where Yti is the outcome at time t for student i;  0i is the initial status of student i when
(Grade)ti = 0; (Grade)ti is 0 at Fall of Grade 9, 1 at Fall of Grade 10, and 2 at Spring of

Grade 11;  1i is the growth rate for student i over the data collection period (i.e. the rate
at which an individual changes over time), and eti is the random “student effect,” or the
deviation of student ti‟s score from the mean.
Level-2 model (person-level model)
 0i  00  r0i

1i  10  r1i ,
where  00 is the mean initial status, 10 is the mean test period growth rate, r0i and r1i are
the level-2 random effects, or deviation of student i‟s mean from the grand mean, with
variances  00 and  01 , respectively. In general, it is assumed that Yti , the observed status of
individual i at time t, is a function of a growth curve plus a random error. It is also
assumed that the growth parameters (the  ki values) vary across individuals and a
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between-subjects model is formulated to represent this variation. The parameters of  kp of
the between-subjects model are known as fixed effects. The errors ( eki ) are the random
effects, or the unique increments to the growth parameters associated with each subject
(Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).
Initially this study attempted to conduct a three-level model with test scores at
level-1, student characteristics at level-2, and track placement at level-3. There are only
three to five track levels depending on the subject area, which is not a sufficient enough
sample size at level-3 for the model to work. Because of this a two-level model was
developed instead that incorporated variables of track placement and whether or not a
student is misplaced into a track at level-2. The final full level-2 model is as follows:

 0i   00   01 ( AfricanAmerican)   02 ( Hispanic)   03 ( SES )   04 (Gender ) 
 05 (ContinuousEnrollTrack )  06 ( InitialTrackPlace)  r0i
 1i  10  11 ( AfricanAmerican)  12 ( Hispanic)  13 ( SES )  14 (Gender ) 
15 (ContinuousEnrollTrack )  16 ( InitialTrackPlace)  r1i ,
The only race/ethnicity variables in the study are African American, Hispanic,
and white, with white as the reference group. Socioeconomic status is measured by meal
status, with regular price lunch status serving as the reference group and free or reduced
price lunch status the group that added to the model. Males are the reference group for
gender. The Continuous Enroll Track variable represents students that are enrolled in the
same track from the beginning of 9th grade to the end of 11th grade. Unless otherwise
noted Level 3, or the honors track, is the reference group and Level 1 (remedial) and
Level 2 (regular) tracks are the variables added to the model. The last variable of Initial
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Track Place represents the initial track that students are placed in based on their 8th grade
EXPLORE scores. The reference group is students who are correctly placed into a track
and the variables in the model capture the different possibilities of being misplaced either
up or down into any of the track levels.
The level-2 slope parameters address the question: What is the difference in the
average trajectory of true change associated with individual characteristics, as well as
what is the difference in the average trajectory of true change associated with track
membership? Because they describe those portions of intercepts and slopes that are left
over after accounting for the effects of the model‟s predictors, they are considered
conditional residual variances – they are conditional on the presence of the model‟s
predictors. The fixed effects capture the between-person differences in the change
trajectory according to values of the level-2 predictors. The level-2 outcomes that these
fixed effects describe is the level-1 individual growth parameters themselves (Singer &
Willett, 2003).
The variance components assess the amount of outcome variability left at either
level-1 or level-2 after fitting the multilevel model. The level-1 residual variance
summarizes the population variability in an average person‟s outcome values around his
or her own true change trajectory. The level-2 variance components summarize the
between-person variability in change trajectories that remains after controlling for
predictors (i.e. track). The variance parameters allow us to address the question: how
much heterogeneity in true change remains after accounting for the effects of track
membership (Singer & Willett, 2003)?
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Initially the two cohorts are analyzed separately and then combined in the
hierarchical linear models. Cook & Campbell (1979) report that cohorts are useful for
experimental purposes because “it is often reasonable to assume that a cohort differs in
only minor ways from its contiguous cohorts” (p. 127). Combining cohorts is plausible if
the groups do not systematically differ on reliably measured third variables (i.e. track
placement or test scores) that are believed to be possible mediators of a treatment effect
(Cook & Campbell, 1979). The combination of the two graduate cohorts in this study
provides for a more robust sample size after taking into account the missing data due to
the inclusion of multiple variables, as well as the partitioning of students into the various
placement groups.

CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of the analyses on student achievement in
mathematics, English, and science. The chapter is organized around eight sections. The
first section provides a descriptive analysis of the overall sample and the subject-specific
standardized tests. The second section analyzes tracks, or course levels, and reports the
results from correlation analysis of all the variables in the study, as well as results from
the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) that examines differences between race, meal status,
and track level. The third section addresses the first research question: is there a
difference in the rate of growth between students from 9th to 11th grades? The fourth
section addresses the research question of whether or not a student‟s ascribed
characteristics have an impact on their rate of growth. The fifth section reports the results
from the third research question that asks whether or not the academic track in which
students are placed into in the 9th grade, and in which they remain in the 11th grade, has
an impact on their rate of growth. The sixth section addresses the final research question
of: is there a difference in the rate of growth between students with similar test scores
who are placed in different academic tracks beginning in the 9th grade? The seventh
section reports the estimated expected average growth rates on each test for the different
placement groups based on the coefficients from the final HLM analysis. The eighth and
final section presents the findings of all four research questions again, but for African
34
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American students only for mathematics and reading achievement. The results presented
in sections three through eight are all results from hierarchical linear models.
Descriptive Statistics
This study looks at student achievement and the factors that impact student
growth rates. The unit of analysis in this study is the student. For comparison purposes
the study analyzes two graduate cohorts. The overall demographics for both the 2007 and
2008 graduate cohorts are reported in Table 1. About one quarter of the sample is eligible
for free or reduced price meal status. African American, white, and Hispanic ethnic
populations are the largest within each cohort and due to their sample sizes are the only
ones that will be included in the analyses. Other racial groups are considered too small to
be included in any analysis.
Table 1.
Table 1: 2007 & 2008 Graduate Cohorts – Demographics.
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Standardized Test Score Comparisons.
Mathematics.
An analysis of the mean EXPLORE, PLAN, and ACT mathematics, reading, and
science scores was conducted to test for any significant differences across the different
tests by gender, race, and meal status. The results for the mean mathematics scores for
both the 2007 and 2008 graduate cohorts are presented in Table 2.
The average 8th grade EXPLORE mathematics score for the 2007 graduate cohort
is 16.77, and the average mathematics score for the 2008 graduate cohort is 16.84. As a
reference, the national norm for a mathematics score of 17 on the EXPLORE test is
equivalent to the 85th percentile. In the 2007 cohort, the average EXPLORE mathematics
score for the average African American student (13.48) is lower than the overall average
and this difference is statistically significant (z = -10.90, p < 0.001). The average
EXPLORE mathematics score for Hispanic students (14.28) is also below the overall
average, and this difference is also statistically significant (z = -3.65, p < 0.0002). White
students have an average EXPLORE mathematics score significantly above the overall
average (M = 19.71, z = 10.99, p < 0.0001). The national norm for a mathematics score of
14 is equivalent to the 49th percentile, and for a score of 19 the national norm is
equivalent to the 96th percentile. These findings are similar for the 2008 graduate cohort.
By the time the students take the ACT in the spring of their junior year, the
overall average ACT mathematics score for the 2007 graduate cohort is 23.41, and the
mean score for the 2008 graduate cohort is 23.60. A national norm mathematics score of
23 on the ACT is equivalent to the 68th percentile. The average ACT mathematics score
for African American students (18.08) continues to be lower than the overall average (z =
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-11.96, p < 0.001), as well as the average mathematics score for Hispanic students (M =
20.10, z = -3.21, p < 0.0013). A scale score of 18 is equivalent to the 41st percentile and a
scale score of 20 is equivalent to the 53rd percentile. The average ACT mathematics score
for white students (27.48) continues to be significantly above the overall average (z =
10.63, p < 0.0001). A mean score of 27.5 is between the 89th and 92nd percentiles. The
average ACT mathematics scores for the 2008 graduate cohort follows a similar pattern,
with the exception of the average mathematics scores for the Hispanic students. In 2008,
the average ACT mathematics score for Hispanic students (18.88) is significantly below
the overall average (z = -5.08, p < 0.0001), and it is also 1.22 points below the average
mathematics score for the 2007 graduate cohort. In 2008, a mathematics scale score of 19
on the ACT is equivalent to the 46th percentile.
The mathematics scores for African American and Hispanic students are initially
below average at the time of the EXPLORE test, below even the 50th percentile, and
remain below average at the time of the ACT test. White students are initially above
average and in the top ten percentile. After three years these students remain above
average and continue to remain near the top ten percentile.
There is a statistically significant difference between the average EXPLORE,
PLAN, and ACT mathematics scores for students with free or reduced price meal status
and the overall average, and students with regular price meal status and the overall
average. These differences are similar for both the 2007 and 2008 graduate cohorts. For
the 2007 cohort, students with free or reduced price meal status have an average
EXPLORE mathematics score of 13.54, which is significantly lower than the overall
average (z = -8.46, p < 0.0001). Students with regular price meal status have a higher
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than average EXPLORE mathematics score of 17.90 (z = 5.25, p < 0.0001). By the time
of the ACT, students with free or reduced price meal status continue to have an average
ACT mathematics score below the overall average (M = 18.83, z = -8.63, p < 0.0001),
and students with regular price meal status continue to have an average ACT
mathematics score above the overall average (M = 24.96, z = 4.93, p < 0.0001). These
trends are similar for the 2008 graduate cohort. Students with free or reduced price meal
status have mathematics scores that start and end below the overall average, and students
with regular price meal status have mathematics scores that start and end above the
overall average.
There are no significant differences for either the 2007 or the 2008 graduate
cohorts between the mean EXPLORE and PLAN mathematics scores for male or female
students and the overall average mathematics score for each test. In the 2007 graduate
cohort only, females have a significantly lower than average ACT mathematics score (M
= 22.73, z = -1.75, p = .0401).
Table 2.
Table 2: 2007 & 2008 Cohorts – Average Mathematics Scores (EXPLORE, PLAN, ACT)
by Gender, Race, and Meal Status.
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Reading.
The analysis of the relationship between student achievement and English course
level uses reading scores as the outcome variable. Standardized reading scores are used in
this analysis instead of English scores because the school district is measured on its
improvement in reading scores, thus the importance of English scores is secondary to
reading scores in terms of school performance. The results for the mean reading scores
for both the 2007 and 2008 graduate cohorts are presented in Table 3.
The average students‟ 8th grade EXPLORE reading score for the 2007 graduate
cohort is 15.69 and 16.19 for the 2008 graduate cohort. The national norm for a reading
score of 16 is equivalent to the 77th percentile.
The average EXPLORE reading score for African American students in the 2007
graduate cohort is lower than the overall average (M = 12.41, z = -11.03, p < 0.001), and
the average reading score for Hispanic students in the 2007 cohort is also below average
(M = 13.68, z = -2.99, p < 0.0014). The average reading score for white students (18.63)
is significantly above the overall average (z = 11.15, p = 0.0001). These findings are
consistent for the 2008 graduate cohort.
For both cohorts, there is a statistically significant difference between the average
EXPLORE, PLAN, and ACT reading scores for students with free or reduced price meal
status or regular price meal status and the overall average reading score for each
standardized test. In the 2007 cohort, students with free or reduced price meal status have
a below average EXPLORE reading score of 12.58 (z = -8.26, p = 0.0001), and students
with regular price meal status have an above average reading score of 16.78 (z = 5.14, p =
0.0001). In the 2008 cohort, students with free or reduced price meal status have a below
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average EXPLORE reading score of 13.13 (z = -8.58, p = 0.0001), and students with a
regular price meal status have an above average reading score of 17.17 (z = 5.08, p =
0.0001).
There are no significant differences between the mean EXPLORE reading scores
for male or female students and the overall average in the 2007 graduate cohort. There is
a statistical difference between male and female EXPLORE reading scores and the
overall average in the 2008 graduate cohort. In the 2008 cohort, males have a below
average reading score of 15.69 (z = -2.25, p = 0.0122), and females have an above
average reading score of 16.73 (z = 2.35, p = 0.0094).
The average ACT reading score for the 2007 cohort is 22.46 and for the 2008
cohort the average ACT reading score is 23.07. As a reference, a national norm reading
score of 22 is equivalent to the 57th percentile and a national norm reading score of 23 is
equivalent to the 64th percentile.
In the 2007 cohort, the average ACT reading scores for African American
students (M = 16.68, z = -11.43, p < 0.001) and Hispanic students (M = 19.46, z = -2.56, p
< 0.0052) are significantly below the overall average. The average ACT reading score for
white students (27.05) is above the overall average (z = 10.56, p = 0.0001). These
findings are consistent for the 2008 graduate cohort. In both the 2007 and 2008 cohorts,
students with free or reduced price meal status have statistically lower than average
reading scores and students with regular price meal status have statistically above average
ACT reading scores. There are no significant differences in either cohort between the
mean ACT reading scores for male or female students and the overall average reading
scores.
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Table 3.
Table 3: 2007 & 2008 Cohorts – Average Reading Scores (EXPLORE, PLAN, ACT) by
Gender, Race, and Meal Status.

Science.
The results for the mean science scores for both the 2007 and 2008 graduate
cohorts are presented in Table 4. The average 8th grade EXPLORE science score for the
2007 graduate cohort is 17.22, and the mean science score for the 2008 graduate cohort is
17.66. As a reference, the national norm for a science score of 17 is equivalent to the 75th
percentile. In the 2007 graduate cohort, the average EXPLORE science score for the
average African American student is significantly lower than the overall average (M =
14.91, z = -10.13, p < 0.001), and the average science score for Hispanic students (15.46)
is also below the overall average (z = -3.41, p < 0.0020). White students have an above
average EXPLORE science score (M = 19.34, z = 10.49, p < 0.0001). The national norm
for a score of 15 is equivalent to the 46th percentile and for a score of 19 the national
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norm is equivalent to the 91st percentile. These findings are similar for the 2008 graduate
cohort.
By the time the students take the ACT in the spring of their junior year, the
overall average ACT science score for the 2007 graduate cohort is 22.05, and the average
ACT science score for the 2008 cohort is 22.42. A national norm score of 22 is equivalent
to the 65th percentile. In the 2007 cohort, the average ACT science score for African
American students (17.35) continues to be lower than the overall average (z = -11.19, p <
0.001), as well as the average science score for Hispanic students (M = 19.29, z = -2.84, p
< 0.0071). A scale score of 17 is equivalent to the 21st percentile and a scale score of 19
is equivalent to the 38th percentile. The average ACT science score for white students
(25.68) continues to be significantly above the overall average (z = 10.06, p < 0.0001). A
science scale score of 25 is equivalent to a national norm of the 85th percentile. The
average ACT science scores for the 2008 graduate cohort follow a similar pattern, with
the exception of the average science scores for the Hispanic students, which are 0.98
points lower than the average score for Hispanic students in the 2007 cohort. In the 2008
graduate cohort, the average ACT science score for Hispanic students (18.31) is also
significantly below the overall average (z = -5.08, p < 0.0001).
There is a statistically significant difference between the average EXPLORE,
PLAN, and ACT science scores for students with free or reduced price meal status and
the overall average, as well as students with regular price meal status and the overall
average. These differences are similar for both the 2007 and 2008 graduate cohorts. For
the 2007 cohort, students with free or reduced price meal status have a below average
EXPLORE science score of 14.89 (z = -8.07, p < 0.0001) and students with regular price
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meal status have an above average science score of 18.04 (z = 5.04, p < 0.0001). By the
time they take the ACT, students with free or reduced price meal status continue to have
an average ACT science score below the overall average (M = 17.97, z = -8.15, p <
0.0001), and students with regular price meal status continue to have ACT science scores
that are above the overall average (M = 23.46, z = 4.76, p < 0.0001). These trends are
similar for the 2008 graduate cohort.
There are no significant differences for either the 2007 or the 2008 graduate
cohorts between the mean EXPLORE, PLAN, or ACT science scores for male or female
students and the overall average science score for each test.
Table 4.
Table 4: 2007 & 2008 Cohorts – Average Science Scores (EXPLORE, PLAN, ACT) by
Gender, Race, and Meal Status.

The trends for the reading and science scores are similar to the trends for the
mathematics scores. African American and Hispanic students, as well as students with
free or reduced price meal status, have initial EXPLORE scores below the overall
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average. Over time the mathematics, reading, and science scores for these students
continue to be below average. White students and students with regular price meal status
have above average scores initially and over time in all three subject areas.
Course Level (Track) Analysis.
There are three different tracks (or course levels) in mathematics and five in
English and science. For all three subjects there is the remedial track (referred to as Level
1), the regular level track (referred to as Level 2) and an honors track (referred to as
Level 3). English and science academic subjects also offer a mixed level track. Initial
placement into a mixed level course is based on EXPLORE scores that are higher than
regular level but lower than the honors level. The mixed level option adds two additional
tracks: mixed regular and mixed honors. In the 9th grade courses across the three subject
areas there is an enriched track for the lowest performing students. This is not a
consistent track over the years. After Grade 9 an enriched track is not always offered.
Students who begin in an enriched track generally progress into a remedial track. Because
of this, analysis of Level 1 combines students in the enriched track and students in the
remedial track.
One aspect of this research study considers the differences among the various
tracks, or course levels. This part of the analysis only considers students who start and
end in the same track; specifically where a student is initially enrolled in the first
semester of their freshman year and where the student is enrolled in the second semester
of the junior year. Science is different because students are only required to complete two
years of science study, as opposed to three years for mathematics and four years for
English. Students generally take their first science course either in their freshman or
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sophomore years. Because of this, the initial course level of placement is based on the
first semester of the first year that a science course was taken, either in the students‟
freshman or sophomore year, and the analysis ends in the second semester of the junior
year when the ACT test is taken.
The first semester of the freshman year is a natural starting point for this analysis.
One of the main criteria for initial course level placement are students‟ 8th grade
EXPLORE scores. Scores from the ACT test are part of the PSAE test, which is taken in
the spring of the students‟ junior year. Therefore, this analysis of growth between
EXPLORE, PLAN, and ACT scores is an analysis between the first semester of the
student‟s freshman year and the second semester of the students‟ junior year.
An exploratory analysis of the transcript data reveals a lot of fluctuation between
course levels across semesters and across the school years. For example, repeat classes
are generally coded as Level 2 (regular). Students who fail a Level 1 (remedial) course
and repeat it the following semester are then considered to be enrolled in a Level 2
course. After looking at the data, a decision was made to focus on students that start and
end in the same track with the logic that in the end these students have remained in the
same track in which they began. If a student tried to move into a higher track but ends up
in the track in which they originally started, it is assumed that nothing really changed for
them. For the purpose of this study, students that start and end in the same track are
considered to be continuously enrolled in that track.
The second aspect of this study analyzes students‟ initial placement into the
different tracks, and whether or not a student was correctly placed in a track based on the
EXPLORE score placement criteria for each academic subject area. If a student is
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incorrectly placed into a track they are coded as incorrectly placed in the following way:
1) down into Level 1 (remedial); 2) down into Level 2 (regular); 3) up into Level 2
(regular); and 4) up into Level 3 (honors). All three subject areas of English,
mathematics, and science have these tracks. In addition, English and science academic
areas include a mixed level course that has regular and honors students placed together in
the same class. The criterion for placement into the mixed regular track is higher than
regular track but lower than mixed honors and honors tracks. The criterion for placing
students into the mixed honors track is higher than the mixed regular track but lower than
the honors track. An additional four codes are added to the model to capture
misplacement within the mixed level courses: 1) down into mixed regular; 2) up into
mixed regular; 3) down into mixed honors; and 4) up into mixed honors. This model will
compare growth rates between students who are enrolled in a particular track and remain
in that track at the end of their junior year to students who are incorrectly placed up or
down initially into a particular track. Appendix A reports the definitions for all of the
variables in the study and Appendix B reports the placement criteria for the mathematics,
English, and science courses.
Correlation Results.
Mathematics.
Correlations were run between race (African American, Hispanic, and white
students only), meal status (free, reduced, regular price meal status), gender, EXPLORE,
PLAN, and ACT standardized mathematics test scores, and mathematics course levels by
semester, ranging from the first semester of the freshman year to the second semester of
the junior year. (Students with either free or reduced price meal status are later combined
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into one category in the hierarchical linear model analysis.) Tables 5 and 6 present the
correlation results. For both 2007 and 2008 graduate cohorts, the correlation results are
the same: 1) gender is not correlated with any other variable; 2) race and meal status are
moderately correlated with mathematics test scores and semester course levels for
mathematics; and 3) standardized mathematics scores are highly correlated with
mathematics course levels.
Table 5.
Table 5: 2007 Graduates Correlation Table with Standardized Mathematics Scores and
Semester Mathematics Course Level Enrollment

Table 6.
Table 6: 2008 Graduates Correlation Table with Standardized Mathematics Scores and
Semester Mathematics Course Level Enrollment
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Reading.
Tables 7 and 9 report the correlations that were run between EXPLORE, PLAN,
and ACT standardized reading test scores, English course levels by semester between
first semester of freshman year and second semester of junior year, and the demographic
variables of gender, race, and meal status. Similar to the mathematics analysis, both the
2007 and 2008 graduate cohort correlation results are similar: race and meal status are
moderately correlated with reading test scores and English course levels, and
standardized reading scores are highly correlated with English semester course levels. For
the 2007 graduate cohort, gender has a low correlation with race, meal status, and
freshman year English course level. For the 2008 graduate cohort, gender has a low
correlation with reading scores for both the EXPLORE and PLAN tests only, and is not
correlated with any other variable.
Table 7.
Table 7: 2007 Graduates Correlation Table with Standardized Reading Scores and
Semester English Course Level Enrollment
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Table 8.
Table 8: 2008 Graduates Correlation Table with Standardized Reading Scores and
Semester English Course Level Enrollment.

Science.
Lastly, correlations were run with the standardized science test scores and science
course levels by semester. As shown in Tables 9 and 10, results for both the 2007 and
2008 graduate cohorts find that gender is not correlated with a majority of the other
variables; race is moderately correlated with science test scores and science course levels;
meal status has a low to moderate correlation with science test scores and science course
levels; and standardized science test scores have a moderate to high correlation with
semester course levels for science.
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Table 9.
Table 9: 2007 Graduates Correlation Table with Standardized Science Scores and
Semester Science Course Level Enrollment.

Table 10.
Table 10: 2008 Graduates Correlation Table with Standardized Science Scores and
Semester Science Course Level Enrollment.

ANOVA Results.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was run for each graduate cohort separately to
identify differences between demographic characteristics and the course level in which
students are enrolled. For mathematics, English, and science ANOVA‟s were run
between race and course level in the first semester of the freshman year, race and course
level in the second semester of the junior year, meal status and course level in the first
semester of the freshman year, and meal status and course level in the second semester of
the junior. In an effort to capture the students actual first year of taking a science course
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an ANOVA analysis is also run between race and course level in the first semester of the
sophomore year and meal status and course level in the first semester of the sophomore
year. Tukey‟s Post Hoc analysis was conducted to specifically identify where there were
group differences. The results from both cohorts for each subject area of mathematics,
English, and science are similar.
Mathematics.
Results from the mathematics analysis between race and course level are reported
in Tables 11 and 12. For the 2007 graduates, white students are significantly more likely
to be enrolled in a higher mathematics track in the first semester of their freshman year
than African American or Hispanic students. There are no significant differences in the
level of enrollment in mathematics courses between African American and Hispanic
students.
For the 2008 graduate cohort, results from the Tukey HSD post-hoc analysis
indicate that white students are significantly more likely to be enrolled in a higher
mathematics track in the first semester of their freshman year than African American or
Hispanic students. In addition, Hispanic students are significantly more likely to be
enrolled in a higher mathematics track their freshman year than African American
students.
By the second semester of their junior year, white students continue to be
significantly more likely to be enrolled in a higher mathematics track than African
American or Hispanic students. There are no significant differences in the level of
enrollment between African American and Hispanic students. This finding was consistent
for both graduate cohorts.
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Table 11.
Table 11: 2007 & 2008 Graduate Cohorts Mathematics Course Level by Race.

Table 12.
Table 12: Analysis of Variance for 2007 & 2008 Graduate Cohorts Mathematics Course
Level by Race.

For the 2007 graduate cohort, students with regular price meal status are
significantly more likely to be enrolled in a higher mathematics track in the first semester
of their freshman year than students with free or reduced price meal status. There are no
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significant differences in the initial level of enrollment between students with free meal
status or reduced price meal status.
Students with regular price meal status in the 2008 graduate cohort are
significantly more likely to be enrolled in a higher mathematics track in the first semester
of their freshman year than students with free or reduced price meal status. In addition,
students with a reduced price meal status in the 2008 graduate cohort are significantly
more likely to be enrolled in a higher mathematics track their freshman year than students
with a free meal status.
By the second semester of their junior year, students with regular price meal
status continue to be significantly more likely to be enrolled in a higher mathematics
track than students with free or reduced price meal status. There are no significant
differences in the level of enrollment between students with free or reduced price meal
status and this finding is consistent between cohorts. Results from the analysis between
meal status and course level are reported in Tables 13 and 14.
Table 13.
Table 13: 2007 & 2008 Graduate Cohorts Mathematics Course Level by Meal Status.
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Table 14.
Table 14: Analysis of Variance for 2007 & 2008 Graduate Cohorts Mathematics Course
Level by Meal Status.

Reading.
Results from the reading analysis between race and course level are reported in
Tables 15 and 16. For both cohorts, white students are significantly more likely to be
enrolled in a higher English track in the first semester of their freshman year and in the
second semester of their junior year than African American or Hispanic students. There
are no significant differences in the level of English course enrollment between African
American and Hispanic students.
Table 15.
Table 15: 2007 & 2008 Graduate Cohorts English Course Level by Race.
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Table 16.
Table 16: Analysis of Variance for 2007 & 2008 Graduate Cohorts English Course
Level by Race.

Students with regular price meal status are significantly more likely to be enrolled
in a higher English track in the first semester of their freshman year and in the second
semester of their junior year than students with free or reduced price meal status. There
are no significant differences in the initial level of enrollment between students with free
or reduced price meal status. This finding is consistent across the cohorts, as shown in
Tables 17 and 18.
Table 17.
Table 17: 2007 & 2008 Graduate Cohorts English Course Level by Meal Status.
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Table 18.
Table 18: Analysis of Variance for 2007 & 2008 Graduate Cohorts English Course
Level by Meal Status.

Science.
ANOVA‟s were also run for each cohort separately to identify differences
between demographic characteristics and the science course level in which students are
enrolled. Based on the ANOVA and Tukey‟s Post Hoc analysis, the results from both
cohorts are similar. Results from the analysis between race and course level are presented
in Tables 19 and 20.
In both cohorts, white students are significantly more likely to be enrolled in a
higher science track in either the first semester of their freshman year or the first semester
of their sophomore year than African American or Hispanic students. There are no
significant differences in the level of science course enrollment between African
American and Hispanic students.
By the second semester of their junior year, white students continue to be
significantly more likely to be enrolled in a higher science track than African American
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or Hispanic students. There are no significant differences in the level of enrollment
between African American and Hispanic students.
Table 19.
Table 19: 2007 & 2008 Graduate Cohorts Science Course Level by Race.

Table 20.
Table 20: Analysis of Variance for 2007 & 2008 Graduate Cohorts Science Course
Level by Race.

As shown in Table 21 for the 2007 graduate cohort, students with regular price
meal status are significantly more likely to be enrolled in a higher science track in the
first semester of their freshman year than students with free or reduced price meal status,
and students with reduced price meal status are significantly more likely to be enrolled a
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higher science track than students with free meal status. In the first semester of their
sophomore year there is no difference between the levels of course enrollment for
students with free or reduced price meal status, but students with regular price meal status
continue to be significantly more likely to be enrolled in a higher science track.
As presented in Table 22, students with regular price meal status in the 2008
graduate cohort are significantly more likely to be enrolled in a higher science track in
the first semester of their freshman year than students with free or reduced price meal
status, and this trend is the same for students enrolled in a science course in the first
semester of their sophomore year.
By the second semester of their junior year, students with regular price meal
status continue to be significantly more likely to be enrolled in a higher science track than
students with free or reduced price meal status. There are no significant differences in the
level of enrollment between students with free or reduced price meal status, and this
finding is consistent between cohorts.
Table 21.
Table 21: 2007 & 2008 Graduate Cohorts Science Course Level by Meal Status.
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Table 22.
Table 22: Analysis of Variance for 2007 & 2008 Graduate Cohorts Science Course
Level by Meal Status.

The findings from the Analysis of Variance across the three subject areas of
mathematics, English, and science are similar: 1) African American and Hispanic
students are initially enrolled in lower tracks than white students and continue to be
enrolled in lower tracks by the end of their junior year; and 2) students with free or
reduced price meal status are initially enrolled in lower tracks that students with regular
price meal status and this pattern continues through to the end of their junior year.
Independent Samples T-test Results – Mixed Level Track.
Independent samples t-tests were run between the mixed regular and mixed
honors course levels to test for differences in the EXPLORE, PLAN, and ACT reading
and science scores. Results are reported in Tables 23 and 24. A significant difference is
found for each standardized test. Based on this finding the additional four dummy codes
were created to capture the impact on student achievement of correct versus incorrect
placement into a mixed regular or mixed honors track.
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Table 23.
Table 23: Independent Samples T-test Results for 2007 & 2008 Graduate Cohorts – Test
for Differences between EXPLORE, PLAN, & ACT Reading scores by Mixed
Regular and Mixed Honors English Courses.

Table 24.
Table 24: Independent Samples T-test Results for 2007 & 2008 Graduate Cohorts – Test
for Differences between EXPLORE, PLAN, & ACT Science scores by Mixed
Regular and Mixed Honors Science Courses.
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Hierarchical Linear Growth Model Analysis
Student Achievement and Growth Rates.
The first research question asks is there a difference in the rate of growth between
students from 9th to 11th grade? Hierarchical linear growth models were developed to
answer this question for growth in mathematics, reading, and science. Initially
hierarchical linear models (HLM) were run separately for the 2007 graduate cohort and
the 2008 graduate cohort for both the mathematics and English analyses. The results were
similar for both cohorts so a decision was made to combine the two groups into one
model. This resulted in a larger, more robust sample size, particularly for the variables
pertaining to whether or not a student was correctly or incorrectly placed into the various
tracks. Previous analyses that analyzed mean test scores for the different subgroups and
differences in course level enrollments for mathematics, English, and science for the
2007 and 2008 graduate cohorts are consistent across the cohorts and therefore support
the decision to combine the two cohorts.
Unconditional Linear Growth Model.
Mathematics.
According to the results in Tables 25 and 26, the unconditional linear growth
model (Level-1 model), the grand means are different from zero and there is significant
variation between students at the intercept and the slope. The average initial mathematics
score for the average student is 18.72 and there is significant variation around the initial
mathematics score (  =13.005, p=0.000). The average student‟s growth rate is 3.39
points per grade and there is significant variation around the non-zero growth rate
(  =1.837, p=0.000).
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The correlation between the intercept and the slope in the baseline model is high
at .997. A high correlation means that there is a positive relationship between the initial
status and time. Thus, if a student starts with a high mathematics score they will probably
grow at a faster rate than a student who starts with a lower mathematics score and who
will most likely grow at a slower rate.
Table 25.
Table 25: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Mathematics Results for a 2 Level
Hierarchical Linear Model – Unconditional Linear Growth Model.

Table 26.
Table 26: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Mathematics Results for a 2 Level
Hierarchical Linear Model – Variance Components for the Unconditional Linear
Growth Model.

Reading.
According to the results in the baseline model (see Tables 27 and 28), the grand
means are different from zero and there is significant variation between students at the
intercept and the slope. The average initial reading score for the average student is 16.78
and there is significant variation around the initial reading score (  =13.880, p=0.000).
The average student‟s growth rate is 3.39 points per grade and there is significant
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variation around the non-zero growth rate (  =2.125, p=0.000). The correlation between
the intercept and the slope in the baseline model is high at .990, which means students
who start with high reading scores will probably grow at a faster rate than students who
start with lower reading scores.
Table 27.
Table 27: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Reading Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model – Unconditional Linear Growth Model.

Table 28.
Table 28: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Reading Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model – Variance Components for the Unconditional Linear Growth
Model.

Science.
In the science analysis, the grand means continue to be different from zero and
there is significant variation between students on the intercept and the slope. The average
initial science score for the average student is 18.90 and there is significant variation
around the initial science score (  =6.438, p=0.000). The average student‟s growth rate is
2.68 points per grade and there is significant variation around the non-zero growth rate
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(  =2.078, p=0.000). The correlation between the intercept and the slope in the baseline
model is high at .931. The results are reported in Tables 29 and 30.
Table 29.
Table 29: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Science Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model – Unconditional Linear Growth Model.

Table 30.
Table 30: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Science Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model – Variance Components for the Unconditional Linear Growth
Model.

Based on the results, there are significant differences in student achievement in
mathematics, English, and science both initially and in the students‟ rate of growth
between 9th and 11th grades.
Relationship between Student Achievement and Ascribed Characteristics.
The second research question asked: do student‟s ascribed characteristics have an
impact on their rate of growth between 9th and 11th grades? The ascribed characteristics
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that are considered in this study are gender, race (African American, Hispanic, and white
only), and meal status (regular meal status versus free or reduced price meal status).
Conditional Linear Growth Model with Ascribed Characteristics as Level-2
Predictors.
Mathematics.
The first conditional linear growth model includes the demographic
characteristics of African American, Hispanic, and meal status as Level-2 predictors. The
reference group is white students with regular price meal status. In the mathematics
analysis, gender was initially included and found to be insignificant and therefore was
removed from all remaining models.
As shown in Tables 31 and 32, the average initial mathematics score for the
average white student with regular price meal status is 20.24 and there is significant
variation around this initial score (  =8.361, p=0.000). Over time the non-zero growth
rate for the average white student with regular price meal status is 4.07 points per grade,
and there is significant variation around the students growth rate (  =0.904, p=0.000).
Initially, the average mathematics score for African American students is 4.38
points lower than the average white student; and for Hispanic students the average initial
mathematics score is 3.23 points lower than the average white student. Over time the
growth rate of the average African American student‟s mathematics score is 1.97 points
lower than the average white student at each grade, and the average Hispanic student‟s
growth rate is 1.52 points lower than the average white student.
There is a significant difference initially between students with regular price meal
status and students who have free or reduced price meal status. Students with free or
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reduced price meal status have initial mathematics scores that are 0.78 points lower than
students with regular price meal status. Over time there is no significant difference in the
rate of growth in mathematics scores for students with free or reduced price meal price
meal status and students with regular price meal status.
Once the variables of race and meal status are added to the model the variance is
reduced from 13.005 to 8.361. Thirty-six percent (35.7%) of the variation in mathematics
scores among students is accounted for by adding race and meal status to the model.
Variation among growth rates in mathematics scores continues to be significant and
based on the coefficient estimates growth rate is explained by the differences among
racial groups more so than meal status. Fifty-one percent (50.8%) of the variation among
students growth rate is accounted for by adding race and meal status to the model.
Table 31.
Table 31: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Mathematics Results for a 2 Level
Hierarchical Linear Model - Conditional Linear Growth Model with Race and
Meal Status as Predictors.
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Table 32.
Table 32: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Mathematics Results for a 2 Level
Hierarchical Linear Model - Variance Components for the Conditional Linear
Growth Model with Race and Meal Status as Predictors.

Reading.
Previous analyses indicate that there is some relationship between gender and
reading achievement. Due to its potential significance, gender is included in the analysis
of reading achievement. For this analysis, the intercept represents the average white male
student with regular price meal status. The results are presented in Tables 33 and 34. The
average initial reading score for the average White, male student with regular meal status
is 18.20 and there is significant variation around this initial score (  =7.906, p=0.000).
Over time the non-zero growth rate for the average white male student with regular price
meal status is 4.13 points per grade, and there is significant variation around the students
growth rate (  =0.969, p=0.000).
Initially the average reading score for females is 1.03 points higher than males.
Over time the reading score for average female grows at a rate of 0.27 points per grade
higher than the average growth rate for male students.
Initially, the average reading score for African American students is 4.72 points
lower than the average white student; and for Hispanic students the average initial
reading score is 3.67 points lower than the average white student. Over time the growth
rate of the average African American students‟ reading scores is 1.95 points lower than
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the average white students‟ growth rate, and the growth rate for the average Hispanic
students‟ reading scores growth rate is 1.91 points lower than the average white students‟.
There is a significant difference initially and over time between students with free
or reduced price meal status and students with regular price meal status. Students with
free or reduced price meal status have initial reading scores 0.93 points lower than
students with regular price meal status. Over time students with free or reduced price
meal status have a growth rate of 0.56 points lower than students with regular price meal
status.
Once the variables of gender, race, and meal status are added to the model the
variance is reduced from 13.880 to 7.906. Forty-three percent (43.0%) of the initial
variation in reading scores among students is accounted for by adding gender, race, and
meal status to the model. Variation among growth rates continues to be significant and
fifty-four percent (54.4%) of the variation among students growth rate in reading is
accounted for by adding gender, race, and meal status to the model.
Table 33.
Table 33: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Reading Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model - Conditional Linear Growth Model with Gender, Race, and Meal
Status as Predictors.
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Table 34.
Table 34: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Reading Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model - Variance Components for the Conditional Linear Growth Model
with Gender, Race, and Meal Status as Predictors.

Science.
In the first conditional model for the science analysis the reference group is white
students with regular price meal status. Similar to the mathematics analysis, gender was
initially included and found to be insignificant and therefore removed from all remaining
models. The average initial science score for the average white student with regular price
meal status is 19.98 and there is significant variation around this initial score (  =3.654,
p=0.000). Over time the non-zero growth rate for the average white student with regular
price meal status is 3.26 points per grade, and there is significant variation around the
students growth rate (  =1.265, p=0.000). The results are reported in Tables 35 and 36.
Initially, the average science score for African American students is 3.48 points
lower than the average white student; and for Hispanic students the average initial
science score is 3.22 points lower than the average white student. Over time the growth
rate of the average African American student‟s science score is 2.06 points lower than the
average white student at each grade, and the average Hispanic student‟s growth rate is
1.55 points per grade lower than the average white student.
There are no significant differences initially or over time between students with
regular price meal status and students who have free or reduced price meal status. Once
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the variables of race and meal status are added to the model the variance is reduced from
6.438 to 3.654. Forty-three percent (43.2%) of the variation in science scores among
students is accounted for by adding race and meal status to the model. Variation among
growth rates in science scores continues to be significant, with 39.1% of the variation
among students growth rate now accounted for by adding race and meal status to the
model. Based on the coefficients, race explains the variation among students initially and
over time more so than meal status.
Table 35.
Table 35: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Science Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model - Conditional Linear Growth Model with Race and Meal Status as
Predictors.

Table 36.
Table 36: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Science Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model - Variance Components for the Conditional Linear Growth Model
with Race and Meal Status as Predictors.
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Based on this analysis, students‟ ascribed characteristics of gender, race, and meal
status do impact their rate of growth in mathematics, reading, and science achievement.
The addition of these ascribed characteristics explains over one-half of the variation in
growth rates among students in mathematics and reading, and 39% of the variation in
science. In each subject area the growth rate for the average African American student is
about two points lower than the average growth rate for white students. The growth rate
for the average Hispanic student is one and one-half point lower in mathematics and
science and about two points lower in reading than the average growth rate for the
average white student. There are no significant differences in the growth rates between
students with regular price meal status and students with free or reduced price meal status
for mathematics or science achievement. In reading, students with free or reduced price
meal status have a growth rate of about one-half point lower than students with regular
price meal status. Gender is only significant in reading achievement, where the average
growth rate in reading for females is about one-quarter of a point greater than the average
growth rate for males.
Relationship between Student Achievement and Track Level.
The third research question asks: does the academic track in which the students
are initially placed in 9th grade, and in which they remain by the end of the 11th grade,
have an impact on their rate of growth? This part of the analysis only considers students
that are continuously enrolled in the same track between 9th and 11th grades.
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Conditional Linear Growth Model with Ascribed Characteristics and Track
Level as Level-2 Predictors.
For each analysis, dummy codes were created for students who were initially
placed into a Level 1 (remedial) or Level 2 (regular) at the start of their freshman year
and who remained in that same track by the end of their junior year when the ACT test is
taken. The reference group for this part of the analysis now becomes the average white
student with regular price meal status who is continuously enrolled in an honors track
(Level 3).
Mathematics.
The average initial mathematics score for the average white student with a regular
price meal status in the honors track is 22.37 and there is significant variation around this
initial score (  =2.056, p=0.000), as shown in Tables 37 and 38. Over time the non-zero
growth rate for the average white student with a regular price meal status student in
honors is 4.74 points per grade, and the variation around the students‟ growth rate is no
longer significant. All of the variation around the growth rate in mathematics is now
accounted for once the variables of race, meal status, and track level are added to the
model.
Initially, the average mathematics score for African American students is 1.44
points lower than the average white student, which is a statistically significant difference.
There is also a significant difference initially between Hispanic students the average
white student, where Hispanic students‟ average mathematics score is 1.15 points below
the initial mathematics score of the average white student. When considering growth over
time, the average African American students‟ mathematics scores have a non-zero growth
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rate of 1.09 points lower per grade than the average white student, and Hispanic students
have an average non-zero growth rate of 0.86 points lower per grade than the average
white student. The differences in the average growth rates are statistically significant.
There is no significant difference between students with regular price meal status and
students with free or reduced price meal status either initially or in their rate of growth.
Variables for the Level 1 (remedial) and Level 2 (regular) tracks were added to
the model. At initial status, the average mathematics scores for students in a remedial
track are 7.76 points lower than the average student in the honors track. Students in a
regular track initially have an average mathematics score of 5.42 points lower than the
average student in an honors track.
There are significant differences in the growth rates between the average students
in a remedial track and the average students in an honors track. Students in a remedial
track have a non-zero growth rate of 2.23 points per grade lower than the average honors
student. There is also a significant difference between students in a regular track and
students in an honors track, where the average student in a regular track has a non-zero
growth rate of 1.71 points per grade lower than the average honors student.
Once track level is added as a predictor to the model, the initial variance among
mathematics scores is reduced from 13.005 in the unconditional model to 2.056. With the
addition of track levels to the model, the amount of variation in mathematics scores
among students at initial status that can be accounted for increases to 84.2%. The
variables of race and track account for most of the variation among students.
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Table 37.
Table 37: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Mathematics Results for a 2 Level
Hierarchical Linear Model - Conditional Linear Growth Model with Race, Meal
Status, and Track Level as Predictors.

Table 38.
Table 38: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Mathematics Results for a 2 Level
Hierarchical Linear Model – Variance Components for the Conditional Linear
Growth Model with Race, Meal Status, and Track Level as Predictors.

Reading.
Since the analysis of reading achievement includes gender, the reference group is
the average white male student with regular price meal status who is continuously
enrolled in the honors (Level 3) track. The initial reading score for the average white,
male student with regular price meal status in the honors track is 18.56 and there is
significant variation around this initial score (  =6.489, p=0.000). Over time the non-zero
growth rate for the average white male honors student with regular price meal status is
4.29 points per grade, and there is significant variation around the students‟ growth rate
(  =0.775, p=0.000). See Tables 39 and 40 for the results.
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The average reading score for females is initially 0.80 points higher than males.
Over time there are no significant differences between reading scores for males or
females. Once track levels are added to the model the difference in growth rates between
males and females disappears.
Initially, the average reading score for African American students is 3.58 points
lower than the average white student, which is a statistically significant difference. There
is also a significant difference initially between Hispanic students the average white
student, where Hispanic students‟ average reading score is 2.52 points below the initial
reading score of the average white student. When considering growth over time, the
average African American student‟s reading scores have a non-zero growth rate of 1.48
points lower per grade than the average white student, and Hispanic students‟ have an
average non-zero growth rate of 1.38 points lower per grade than the average white
student. The differences in the average growth rates in reading are statistically significant.
Initially there are no significant differences between students with regular price
meal status and students with free or reduced price meal status. Over time students with
free or reduced price meal status have a growth rate that is 0.40 points lower per grade
than students with regular price meal status.
Initially the average reading scores for students in a remedial track are 5.06 points
lower than the average student in an honors track. Students in a regular track initially
have average reading scores that are 2.49 points lower than the average honors student.
There are significant differences in the growth rates between the average students in a
remedial track and the average students in an honors track, where students in the remedial
track have a non-zero growth rate of 1.28 points per grade lower than the average honors
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student. There is also a significant difference between students in a regular track and
students in an honors track, where the average student in a regular track has a non-zero
growth rate of 1.20 points per grade lower than the average student in honors.
Once track is added as a predictor to the model, the initial variance is reduced
from 13.880 in the unconditional model to 6.489. The amount of variation among
student‟s at initial status that can be accounted for increases to 53.2%. Based on the
coefficient estimates, the initial differences among students‟ reading scores can be
explained by gender, race, and track level. The variance for the growth slope was reduced
from 2.125 to 0.775. The amount of variation among students‟ growth rate in reading
increases to 63.6% once track levels are added to the model and based on the coefficient
estimates the differences in growth rates can be explained by race, meal status, and track
level.
Table 39.
Table 39: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Reading Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model - Conditional Linear Growth Model with Gender, Race, Meal
Status, and Track Level as Predictors.
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Table 40.
Table 40: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Reading Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model – Variance Components for the Conditional Linear Growth Model
with Gender, Race, Meal Status, and Track Level as Predictors.

Science.
The reference group in the science analysis is the same as that in the mathematics
analysis: the average white student with regular price meal status who is continuously
enrolled in an honors track. As shown in Tables 41 and 42, the average initial science
score for the average white student with a regular price meal status in the honors track is
20.38 and there is significant variation around this initial score (  =1.634, p=0.000).
Over time the non-zero growth rate for the average white student with regular price meal
status who is continuously enrolled in an honors track is 3.37 points per grade, and the
variation around the students‟ growth rate is significant (  =1.173, p=0.000). With the
addition of track level as a predictor to the model, the amount of variation in science
scores among students at initial status that can be accounted for increases to 74.6%, and
the amount of variation that can be accounted for among students growth rates increases
to 43.5%.
Initially, the average science scores for African American students are 0.67 points
lower than the average white student. There are no significant differences initially
between Hispanic and white students. Over time the average African American students‟
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science scores have a non-zero growth rate of 1.31 points lower per grade than the
average white student, and Hispanic students have an average non-zero growth rate of
0.85 points lower per grade than the average white student. There are no significant
differences initially or over time between high and low income students.
At initial status the average science scores for students in a remedial track are
6.32 points lower than the average student in the honors track and students in a regular
track have initial science scores that are 3.91 points lower than the average honors
student.
There are significant differences in the growth rates between the average students
in a remedial track and the average honors level students. Students in a remedial track
have a non-zero growth rate of 1.56 points per grade lower than the average honors
student. Students in a regular track have a non-zero growth rate of 1.10 points per grade
lower than the average student in an honors track. The amount of variation in science
scores initially among students can be attributed to the differences between African
American and white students and the track in which a student is enrolled. The variation in
student growth rates in science achievement can be attributed to race and track
enrollment.
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Table 41.
Table 41: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Science Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model - Conditional Linear Growth Model with Race, Meal Status, and
Track Level as Predictors.

Table 42.
Table 42: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Science Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model – Variance Components for the Conditional Linear Growth Model
with Race, Meal Status, and Track Level as Predictors.

The results from this analysis indicate that across the three subject areas of
mathematics, English, and science, students in the remedial track have the lowest scores
and the slowest growth rate. Students in the regular track have initial scores that are lower
than honors level students but higher than the average student in the remedial track. The
growth rate for these students is slower than the growth rate of the average honors
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students but greater than the growth rate for the average student in a remedial track. In
addition, there is a greater difference initially and in the growth rates between the average
students in a remedial or regular track and the average students in an honors track in
mathematics achievement than there are in reading or science achievement. The addition
of variables for track placement to the model now account for all of variation in student
growth rates in mathematics achievement, 64% of the variation in growth rates in reading
achievement, and 44% of the variation in growth rates in science achievement.
Relationship between Student Achievement and Initial Placement within a
Track.
The fourth and final research question asks whether or not there is a difference in
the rate of growth between students with similar test scores but who are initially placed in
different academic tracks beginning in the 9th grade. Based on the EXPLORE placement
criteria for the mathematics, English, and science courses, students who meet the criteria
but who are not placed in the track in which they are expected to be placed are considered
incorrectly placed up or down into the various tracks. The following conditional models
include initial track placement as a Level-2 predictor in an effort to capture the impact of
misplacing a student on their average growth rate in mathematics, reading, or science
achievement.
Conditional Linear Growth Model with Ascribed Characteristics, Track Level,
and Initial Track Placement as Level-2 Predictors.
A series of dummy codes were added to the final model to explore the differences
in achievement between the various track placements among students. Based on the
placement criteria of student‟s EXPLORE scores and where they were initially placed at
the beginning of their freshman year, students are coded as being correctly placed or
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incorrectly placed. If students are incorrectly placed they are coded as: 1) incorrectly
placed down to Level 1 (remedial); 2) incorrectly placed down to Level 2 (regular); 3)
incorrectly placed up to Level 2 (regular); or 4) incorrectly placed up to Level 3 (honors).
Correlations were run between all of the dummy codes that capture the differences in
track levels and initial track placement in mathematics, English, and science. All of the
dummy codes had either low or no correlation; therefore a decision was made to include
all of the variables in the models.
Mathematics.
The intercept in this final model for mathematics achievement is the average
white student with regular price meal status who is correctly placed into the honors
mathematics track. The average initial mathematics score for this average student is 22.99
and there is no significant variation around this initial score. All of the initial variation
among mathematics scores is accounted for once race, track, and initial track placement
are added to the model. Over time the non-zero growth rate for the average white student
with regular price meal status who is correctly placed into the honors mathematics track
is 4.61 points per grade, and the variation around the students‟ growth rate is significant
(  =0.657, p=0.016). The results for the final mathematics model are reported in Tables
43 and 44.
Variables for students continuously enrolled in remedial and regular mathematics
tracks between their freshman and junior years remained in the model. At initial status,
the average mathematics scores for students in a remedial track are 9.31 points lower than
the average student correctly placed in the honors track. Students in a regular
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mathematics track initially have average mathematics scores that are 6.34 points lower
than the average student who is correctly placed in an honors track.
There is a significant difference in the growth rates in mathematics achievement
between students in the remedial track and students in the honors track. The non-zero
growth rate for students in a remedial mathematics track is 1.93 points per grade lower
than the average correctly placed honors student. There is a significant difference
between students in the regular track and students in the honors track, where students in
the regular mathematics track have a non-zero growth rate of 1.46 points per grade lower
than the average honors student.
An analysis of initial placement based on a student‟s EXPLORE mathematics
score finds significant differences initially between students who are incorrectly placed
down into a remedial track (Level 1) and students who are correctly placed into a
remedial track. Students incorrectly placed down to Level 1 initially have mathematics
scores of 1.88 points higher than correctly placed remedial students. Over time there are
no significant differences in the growth rates between students incorrectly placed down
into Level 1 and students who are correctly placed into the remedial track.
There is a significant difference initially between students who are incorrectly
placed down into a regular mathematics track (Level 2) and the average student who is
correctly placed in Level 2. Students incorrectly placed down into a regular mathematics
track initially have mathematics scores of 3.46 points higher than correctly placed regular
level students. Over time there are significant differences in the growth rates between
students incorrectly placed down into Level 2 and students who are correctly placed into
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a regular mathematics track, where incorrectly placed students have a non-zero growth
rate of 0.84 points lower per grade than correctly placed students.
There is a significant difference in mathematics achievement initially between
students who are incorrectly placed up into a regular mathematics track and the average
student who is correctly placed in a regular mathematics track. Students incorrectly
placed up into Level 2 initially have mathematics scores of 2.79 points lower than
average correctly placed regular level students. Over time there are no significant
differences in the growth rates between students incorrectly placed up into Level 2 and
the average student correctly placed into a regular level track.
There is a significant difference initially between students incorrectly placed up
into an honors mathematics track (Level 3) and students correctly placed into an honors
mathematics track. Students incorrectly placed up into honors initially have mathematics
scores of 5.12 points lower than the average student correctly placed honors students.
Over time there is a significant difference in the growth rates between students
incorrectly placed up into honors and correctly placed students in honors, where students
who are incorrectly placed have a non-zero growth rate in mathematics achievement of
1.03 points per grade higher than correctly placed honors students.
The additional variables for incorrect track placement do not account for any
additional variance between students‟ mathematics scores in the model either initially or
over time.
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Table 43.
Table 43: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Mathematics Results for a 2 Level
Hierarchical Linear Model - Conditional Linear Growth Model with Race, Meal
Status, Track Level, and Initial Track Placement as Predictors.

Table 44.
Table 44: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Mathematics Results for a 2 Level
Hierarchical Linear Model – Variance Components for the Conditional Linear
Growth Model with Race, Meal Status, Track Level, and Initial Track Placement
as Predictors.
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Reading.
Analyses of reading and science achievement includes the additional variables
that capture placement into either a mixed regular or mixed honors track. Students who
are incorrectly placed into a mixed ability track are coded as follows: 1) up into a mixed
regular track; 2) down into a mixed regular track; 3) up into a mixed honors track; or 4)
down into a mixed honors track. The mixed regular track is considered a Level 2 track
and the mixed honors track is considered a Level 3 track.
As shown in Tables 45 and 46, the average initial reading score for the average
white male student with regular price meal status who is correctly placed into honors is
18.91 and there is significant variation around this initial score (  =5.071, p=0.000).
With the addition of the variables that account for the initial placement into the different
track, the amount of initial variation among students‟ reading scores increases to 63.5%.
Over time the non-zero growth rate for the average white male student with
regular price meal status who is correctly placed into an honors English track is 4.23
points per grade, and the variation around the students growth rate is significant
(  =1.009, p=0.000). Although significant, the addition of variables that account for
initial placement to the model does not increase the amount of variation accounted for
among students growth rate in reading.
Variables for students enrolled in a remedial English track and students enrolled
in a regular English track between their freshman and junior years remained in the model.
At initial status, the average reading scores for students in a remedial track is 5.52 points
lower than the average student who is correctly placed into an honors track. There is a
significant difference in the growth rates in reading achievement between students in the
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remedial track and students in the honors track, where the non-zero growth rate for
remedial students is 1.17 points per grade lower than the average honors student.
Students in a regular English track initially have average reading scores that are 2.49
points lower than the average correctly placed honors students, and a non-zero growth
rate of 1.13 points per grade lower than the average honors student.
There are no significant differences in reading scores initially or over time
between students who are incorrectly placed down into a remedial English track and the
average students who are correctly placed into and remain in a remedial track. There are
no significant differences initially between students who are placed down into regular
English track and students who are placed into and remain in a regular English track.
Over time there is a significant difference in the growth rate in reading achievement for
students placed down into a regular track, where students who are incorrectly placed
down have a non-zero growth rate of 0.62 points per grade lower than the average
correctly placed regular level student.
There is a significant difference in reading achievement initially between students
who are incorrectly placed up into a regular English track (Level 2) and the average
student who is placed into and remains in a regular English track. Students incorrectly
placed up into Level 2 have initial reading scores that are 4.16 points lower than the
average correctly placed regular level student. Over time there is no significant difference
in the growth rates in reading achievement between students incorrectly placed up into a
regular English track and the average students correctly placed into a regular track.
There are no significant differences initially or in the growth rates in reading
achievement between students who are incorrectly placed down into a mixed regular
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English track and students who are correctly placed into and remain in a regular level
track. There is a significant difference initially between students who are incorrectly
placed up into a mixed regular track and the average students who are correctly placed
into a regular track. Students incorrectly placed up into mixed regular track have initial
reading scores 3.63 points lower than average correctly placed regular level students.
Over time the non-zero growth rate in reading achievement for students incorrectly
placed up into a mixed regular track is 0.70 points per grade higher than the average
correctly placed regular level student.
There is a significant difference initially between students who are incorrectly
placed up into a mixed honors English track (Level 3) and the average correctly placed
honors students. Students incorrectly placed up into a mixed honors track initially have
reading scores that are 3.12 points lower than average correctly placed honors students.
Over time there are no significant differences in the growth rates of reading scores
between students incorrectly placed up into the mixed honors English track and correctly
placed honors students.
There is a significant difference initially between students who are incorrectly
placed down into a mixed honors English track and the average students who are
correctly placed into and remain in an honors English track. Students incorrectly placed
down into the mixed honors track have initial reading scores 2.49 points higher than
average correctly placed honors students. There is a significant difference in the growth
rates of reading scores between students incorrectly placed down into mixed honors and
correctly placed honors students, where incorrectly placed students have a non-zero
growth rate of 1.15 points per grade lower than correctly placed honors students.
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Lastly, there is an initial difference between students who are incorrectly placed
up into an honors English track and the average students who are correctly placed into an
honors English track. Students incorrectly placed up into honors have initial reading
scores 1.59 points lower than the average correctly placed honors students. Over time
students who are incorrectly placed up into an honors English track have a non-zero
growth rate of 1.06 points higher per grade than the average correctly placed honors
students.
Table 45.
Table 45: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Reading Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model - Conditional Linear Growth Model with Gender, Race, Meal
Status, Track Level, and Initial Track Placement as Predictors.
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Table 46.
Table 46: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Reading Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model – Variance Components for the Conditional Linear Growth Model
with Gender, Race, Meal Status, Track Level, and Initial Track Placement as
Predictors.

Science.
The intercept in the final model for science achievement represents the average
white student with regular price meal status who is correctly placed into the honors
science track. The results are presented in Tables 47 and 48. The average initial science
score for the average white student with regular price meal status who is correctly placed
into an honors track is 21.04 and there is no significant variation around this initial score.
All of the variation among initial science scores is now accounted for once race, track,
and initial track placement are added to the model.
Over time the non-zero growth rate for the average white student with regular
price meal status who is correctly placed into an honors science track is 3.52 points per
grade, and the variation around the students‟ growth rate is significant (  =1.412,
p=0.000). The additional variables for incorrect track placement do not account for any
additional variance between students‟ science scores in the model either initially or over
time.
Variables for students continuously enrolled in remedial or regular science tracks
between their freshman or sophomore year and the end of their junior year remained in
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the model. At initial status, the average science scores for students in a remedial track are
7.83 points lower than the average student correctly placed in the honors track. Students
in a regular science track initially have average science scores of 4.87 points lower than
the average student who is correctly placed into honors.
There are significant differences in the growth rates between students in the
remedial science track and students in the honors science track. The non-zero growth rate
in science achievement for students in the remedial track is 1.55 points per grade lower
than the average correctly placed honors student. There is a significant difference
between students in the regular science track and students in the honors science track,
where students in regular track have a non-zero growth rate of 1.04 points per grade
lower than the average honors student.
An analysis of initial placement based on a student‟s EXPLORE science score
finds significant differences initially between students who are incorrectly placed down
into a remedial science track and students who are correctly placed into a remedial track.
Students incorrectly placed down into a remedial track have initial science scores that are
2.19 points higher than correctly placed students in a remedial track. Over time there are
no significant differences in the growth rates in science achievement between students
incorrectly placed down into a remedial track and correctly placed students in a remedial
track.
There are significant differences initially between students who are incorrectly
placed down into a regular science track and the average student who is correctly placed
in a regular science track. Students incorrectly placed down into a regular track initially
have science scores that are 1.65 points higher than correctly placed regular level
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students. Over time there is a significant difference in the growth rates between students
incorrectly placed down into a regular track and students correctly placed in a regular
track, where students incorrectly placed have a non-zero growth rate in science
achievement of 0.65 points lower per grade than correctly placed students.
There is a significant difference in science achievement initially between students
who are incorrectly placed up into a regular science track and the average student who is
correctly placed in a regular track. Students incorrectly placed up into a regular track
initially have science scores of 2.18 points lower than average correctly placed regular
level students. Over time there are no significant differences in the growth rates in
science achievement between students incorrectly placed up into a regular track and the
average student correctly placed into a regular track.
There is a significant difference initially between students placed up into a mixed
regular science track and students correctly placed into a regular science track, where
students incorrectly placed up into a mixed regular track have average science scores that
are 0.76 points below the average science scores of regular level students. There are no
significant differences in the growth rates between students who are incorrectly placed up
into a mixed regular track and students who are correctly placed into and remain in a
regular track.
There is a significant difference initially between students who are incorrectly
placed down into a mixed regular science track from an honors science track and the
average students who are correctly placed into and who remain in a regular science track.
Students incorrectly placed down into a mixed regular track have initial science scores
that are 2.04 points higher than the average correctly placed regular level students. Over
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time the non-zero growth rate for students incorrectly placed down into a mixed regular
science track is 1.12 points per grade lower than the average correctly placed regular
level student.
There is a significant difference initially between students who are incorrectly
placed up into a mixed honors science track (Level 3) and the average correctly placed
honors students. Students incorrectly placed up into mixed honors initially have science
scores that are 4.15 points lower than average correctly placed honors students. Over time
there are no significant differences in the growth rates of science scores between students
incorrectly placed up into a mixed honors science track and correctly placed honors
students.
There are significant differences in science achievement initially between students
who are incorrectly placed down into a mixed honors science track and the average
students who are correctly placed into and remain in an honors science track. Students
incorrectly placed down into mixed honors have initial science scores that are 1.51 points
lower than average correctly placed honors students. There is also a significant difference
in the growth rates of science scores between students incorrectly placed down into
mixed honors and correctly placed honors students, where incorrectly placed students
have a non-zero growth rate of 1.37 points per grade lower than correctly placed honors
students.
Finally, there is a significant difference initially between students incorrectly
placed up into an honors science track and students correctly placed into an honors track.
Students incorrectly placed up into honors initially have science scores of 3.13 points
lower than the average student correctly placed honors students. Over time there are no
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significant differences in the growth rates in science achievement between students
incorrectly placed up into honors and correctly placed students in honors.
Table 47.
Table 47: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Science Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model - Conditional Linear Growth Model with Race, Meal Status, Track
Level, and Initial Track Placement as Predictors.
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Table 48.
Table 48: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined Science Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical
Linear Model – Variance Components for the Conditional Linear Growth Model
with Race, Meal Status, Track Level, and Initial Track Placement as Predictors.

Based on the analysis of initial track placement for the mathematics, English, and
science courses, the average student who is placed down into a regular level track from
an honors track has slower growth rates in mathematics, reading, and science
achievement than the average regular level student. Being incorrectly placed down into a
regular track has a negative impact on the average students‟ growth rate in mathematics,
reading, and science achievement and average growth rates are lower than what would be
expected had they been correctly placed into an honors track.
Students who are placed down into a mixed honors track in English and science
from an honors track have slower growth rates in reading and science achievement than
the average honors student.
Incorrect placement into the mixed regular track has varied results between
reading and science achievement. Students who are placed up into a mixed regular track
in English have average growth rates in reading achievement that are greater than the
average regular level student. Being placed down into a mixed regular English track does
not have an impact and students‟ growth rate in reading which equals the growth rate of
the average regular level student.
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The results for the mixed regular track in science are the opposite. Students that
are incorrectly placed down into a mixed regular science track have an average growth
rate in science achievement that is lower than the average regular level student. Being
placed up into a mixed regular track in science does not have any additional impact;
students that are incorrectly placed up into a mixed regular track have the same average
growth rate in science achievement as regular level students.
For mathematics and reading achievement only, students who are incorrectly
placed up into the honors track from a regular track have average growth rates that
exceed those of the growth rates for the average honors student in mathematics and
reading achievement. This is not the case in science achievement, where students who are
misplaced up into honors have average growth rates in science achievement that are equal
to, but not greater than, the average growth rates of honors students.
Lastly, for mathematics, reading, and science achievement, the following groups
have the same results across the three subject areas: 1) students who are incorrectly
placed down into a remedial track have the same average growth rate as the average
correctly placed remedial student; and 2) students incorrectly placed up into a regular
track have the same average growth rate as correctly placed regular level students. For
reading and science achievement, students who are incorrectly placed up into a mixed
honors track have the same average growth rate as honors students.
Coefficient Estimates for Students Incorrectly Placed Based on HLM
Results.
The coefficients from the hierarchical linear models (HLM) are used to calculate
estimates for the average initial mathematics, reading, and science scores for each of the
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placement groups and the average growth rate for each group based on whether they are
incorrectly placed up or down into the different tracks. An analysis of these estimates
provides for a more in depth examination of the impact that incorrect placement either up
or down into any track may have on student achievement over time.
The different initial status and growth rate coefficients are first calculated for the
remedial and regular tracks based on their differences from the reference group, which is
the honors track. Estimates are then calculated for each of the discrete incorrect
placement groups by first taking the coefficient from the HLM analysis for the
continuous enrollment track and adding the coefficient from the analysis for the
incorrectly placed group to its respective track. For example, to calculate the estimates
for students who are incorrectly placed down into a regular track from an honors track,
first the Level 2 (regular) track estimates are calculated using the coefficients from the
HLM analysis by subtracting the Level 2 coefficient from the intercept term (honors
track). Then the coefficients from the HLM analysis for the students who are incorrectly
placed down into a regular level are subtracted from the newly estimated Level 2
coefficients for both initial status and growth rates. These estimates tell us how different
students who are incorrectly placed down into a regular track are initially from students
who are correctly placed into and remain in a regular track, and what the impact is of
being misplaced on the average growth rates between correctly placed regular level
students and students who are incorrectly placed down into a regular level.
Mathematics.
Mean mathematics scores are calculated for each group based on initial track
placement, and the results are presented in Table 49. The intercept group represents the
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average who is student correctly placed into an honors mathematics track. The following
groups are identified: students who are initially placed into and remain in a remedial
mathematics track (Level 1); students who are initially placed into and remain in a
regular mathematics track (Level 2); students who are initially incorrectly placed down
into a remedial mathematics track; students who are initially incorrectly placed down into
a regular mathematics track; students who are initially incorrectly placed up into a regular
mathematics track; and students who are initially incorrectly placed up into an honors
mathematics track.
Based on the results from the HLM analysis, students who are placed into and
remain in remedial and regular mathematics tracks initially have lower mathematics
scores (with remedial scores lower than regular level scores, respectively) than honors
students. Students in a remedial mathematics track grow at a slower rate than students in
an honors track (an estimated 2.68 points per grade versus an estimated 4.61 points per
grade), and students in a regular mathematics track also grow at a slower rate than honors
students (an estimated 3.15 points per grade compared to an estimated 4.61 points per
grade). There is an estimated difference of 0.47 points per grade in the rate of growth in
mathematics achievement between the average remedial and regular students, an
estimated difference of 1.46 points per grade between the average regular and honors
students, and an estimated difference of 1.93 points per grade between the average
remedial and honors students.
Students that are incorrectly placed down into a remedial track have initial
mathematics scores that are higher than the average correctly placed remedial student but
lower than the average regular level student. These students grow at the same rate as the
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average correctly placed remedial student. Being placed down into a remedial
mathematics track from a regular mathematics track has an estimated negative impact of
0.47 points per grade on students‟ growth rates in mathematics achievement.
Students that are incorrectly placed down into a regular track have initial
mathematics scores that are higher than the average regular level students but lower than
the average honors student. These students‟ mathematics scores grow at a slower rate
than all other groups of students, with an estimated average growth rate of 2.31 points per
grade for an estimated loss of 2.30 points per grade when compared to the expected
growth rate of being correctly placed into an honors track. Being placed down into a
regular mathematics track from an honors track has the greatest negative impact on
student growth rates.
Students that are incorrectly placed up into a regular mathematics track have
initial mathematics scores that are lower than the average regular level student but
slightly higher than the average remedial student. The average growth rate for these
students is the same as the average growth rate for correctly placed regular level students.
Being placed up into a regular mathematics track from a remedial track provides an
estimated increase of 0.47 points per grade in the growth rate for these students.
Students that are incorrectly placed up into honors have initial mathematics scores
that are lower than the average honors student but higher than the average regular level
student. These students show the greatest amount of growth between grades and grow at
a faster rate than the average honors student (an estimated 5.63 points per grade
compared to an estimated 4.61 points per grade for honors students). Being placed up into
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an honors mathematics track from a regular mathematics track gives students an
estimated average increase in mathematics achievement of 2.48 points per grade.
Table 49.
Table 49: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined - Mean Mathematics Scores at Initial
Placement and Growth Over Time Based on Track Placement.

Reading.
Using the coefficients from the HLM analysis of reading achievement, mean
reading scores were calculated for each group based on initial track placement, and the
results are shown in Table 50. The intercept group represents the average student
correctly placed in an honors English track. Since English courses include a mixed level
track, an additional four groups are added to the model. The groups represented in the
analysis of reading achievement are: students who are initially placed into and remain in
a remedial English track (Level 1); students who are initially placed into and remain in a
regular English track (Level 2); students who are initially incorrectly placed down into a
remedial English track; students who are initially incorrectly placed down into a regular
English track; students who are initially incorrectly placed up into a regular English
track; students who are initially incorrectly placed down into mixed regular English track;
students who are initially incorrectly placed up into mixed regular English track; students
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who are initially incorrectly placed down into mixed honors English track (Level 3);
students who are initially incorrectly placed up into mixed honors English track; and
students who are initially incorrectly placed up into an honors English track (Level 3).
Students who are placed into and remain in remedial and regular English track
initially have lower reading scores than honors students (with remedial scores lower than
regular scores, respectively). Students in a remedial English track grow at a slower rate
than honors students (an estimated 3.07 points per grade versus an estimated 4.23 points
per grade), and students in a regular English track grow at a slower rate than honors
students (an estimated 3.10 points per grade compared to an estimated 4.23 points per
grade). There is a small estimated difference of 0.03 points per grade in the rate of growth
between remedial students and regular level students. The estimated difference in the rate
of growth between regular and honors students is 1.13 points per grade, and the estimated
difference in growth rates between remedial and honors students is 1.16 points per grade.
Students who are incorrectly placed down into a remedial English track have
initial reading scores that are the same as the average student who is correctly placed into
a remedial English track. These students grow at the same rate as the average correctly
placed remedial student. Being placed down into a remedial track from a regular track
has a minimal impact on students‟ growth rates.
Students who are incorrectly placed down into a regular English track have initial
reading scores that are the same as the average correctly placed regular level students but
lower than the average correctly placed honors students. These students‟ reading scores
grow at a slower rate than all other groups of students, with an average estimated growth
rate of 2.48 points per grade. Being placed down into a regular track from an honors track
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has a negative impact on student growth rate, with an average estimated loss of 1.75
points per grade when compared to the expected growth rate if these students had been
correctly placed into honors.
Students who are incorrectly placed up into a regular English track from a
remedial track have initial reading scores that are lower than the average correctly placed
remedial and regular level students. The average growth rate for these students is the
same as the average growth rate for correctly placed regular level students. Being placed
up into a regular track from a remedial track has a minimal impact, with an estimated
increase of 0.03 points per grade in the growth rate of reading achievement.
Students who are incorrectly placed up into a mixed regular English track have
initial reading scores that are lower than the average correctly placed remedial and
regular students. The average growth rate for these students is higher than the average
growth rate for correctly placed regular level students. Being placed up into a mixed
regular track from a lower track has a positive impact on students‟ reading achievement
and increases the average students‟ growth rate in reading by an estimated 0.70 points per
grade more than the average remedial or regular level student.
Students who are incorrectly placed down into a mixed regular English track have
initial reading scores that are the same as the average correctly placed regular level
student but lower than the average correctly placed honors student. The average growth
rate for these student‟s is estimated to be 3.10 points per grade, which is the same as the
average growth rate for correctly placed regular level students, but lower than the
estimated 4.23 points per grade growth rate of correctly placed honors students. Being
placed down into a mixed regular English track from an honors English track has a
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negative impact on student growth rate in reading achievement, and students grow at an
estimated 1.13 points per grade slower than the average correctly placed honors student.
Students who are incorrectly placed up into a mixed honors English track have
initial reading scores that are lower than the average correctly placed regular and honors
students. The average growth rate for these students is estimated to be 4.23 points per
grade, which is the same as the average growth rate for correctly placed honors students.
Being placed up into a mixed honors English track from a regular English track has a
positive impact on student growth rate in reading achievement and students grow at an
estimated 1.13 points per grade faster than the average correctly placed regular level
student.
Students who are incorrectly placed down into a mixed honors English track from
an honors English track have the highest initial reading scores; higher than the average
correctly placed honors student. The average growth rate for these students is estimated
to be 3.08 points per grade, which is an estimated 1.15 points lower than the average
growth rate for correctly placed honors students and an estimated 0.02 points lower than
the average correctly placed regular level student. Being placed down into mixed honors
English track from an honors English track has a negative impact on student growth rates.
Because these students start out with higher initial scores, their estimated PLAN and
ACT scores continue to be higher than the average honors student‟s estimated PLAN and
ACT scores.
Students who are incorrectly placed up into an honors English track have initial
reading scores that are lower than the average correctly placed honors student but higher
than the average correctly placed regular level student. These students show the greatest
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amount of growth between grades and grow at a faster rate than the average correctly
placed honors student (an estimated 5.29 points per grade compared to an estimated 4.23
points per grade). The average growth rate for this group of students is estimated to be
more than one point greater than the estimated growth rate for the average correctly
placed honors student and over two points greater than the estimated growth rate of the
average regular level student.
Table 50.
Table 50: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined - Mean Reading Scores at Initial
Placement and Growth Over Time Based on Track Placement.

Science.
Lastly, estimated mean scores and growth rates are calculated for students‟
science achievement using the coefficients from the HLM analysis on science
achievement, and the results are reported in Table 51. Course levels in the science track
mirror those of the English tracks because they include a mixed level track. Students who
are placed into and remain in a remedial or a regular level science track initially have
lower science scores than students in an honors science track (with remedial scores lower
than regular level scores, respectively). Students in a remedial track grow at a slower rate
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than students in an honors track (an estimated 1.97 points per grade versus an estimated
3.52 points per grade), and students in a regular level also grow at a slower rate than
honors students (an estimated 2.48 points per grade compared to an estimated 3.52 points
per grade). There is an estimated difference of 0.51 points per grade in the rate of growth
in science achievement between remedial and regular level students, an estimated
difference of 1.04 points per grade in science achievement between regular and honors
students, and an estimated difference of 1.55 points per grade between remedial and
honors students.
Students that are incorrectly placed down into a remedial science track have initial
science scores that are higher than the average correctly placed remedial student but
lower than the average regular level student. These students grow at the same rate as the
average correctly placed remedial student. Being placed down into a remedial track from
a regular level track has an estimated negative impact of 0.51 points per grade on
students‟ growth rates in science achievement.
Students that are incorrectly placed down into a regular track have initial science
scores that are higher than the average regular level students but lower than the average
honors student. These students‟ science scores grow at a slower rate than remedial and
regular students, with an estimated average growth rate of 1.83 points per grade for an
estimated loss of 1.69 points per grade when compared to the growth rate of the average
honors student. Being placed down into a regular level track from an honors track has a
negative impact on student‟s growth rate.
Students that are incorrectly placed up into a regular science track have initial
science scores that are lower than the average regular level student but higher than the
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average remedial student. The average growth rate for these students is the same as the
average growth rate for correctly placed regular level students. Being placed up into
Level 2 from Level 1 provides an estimated increase of 0.51 points per grade in the
growth rate in science achievement for these students.
Students who are incorrectly placed up into a mixed regular science track have
initial science scores that are lower than the average correctly placed regular level
students but higher than students correctly placed in a remedial track. The average growth
rate for these students is the same as the average growth rate for correctly placed regular
level students. Being placed up into a mixed regular science track from a regular science
track does not have any impact on students‟ growth in science achievement.
Students who are incorrectly placed down into a mixed regular science track have
initial science scores that are higher than the average correctly placed regular level
student but lower than the average correctly placed honors student. The average growth
rate in science achievement for these students is an estimated 1.37 points per grade,
which is the lowest average growth rate among all the groups. Being placed down into a
mixed regular track from an honors track has the most negative impact on student growth
rate and students grow at an estimated 2.15 points per grade slower than the average
correctly placed honors student.
Students who are incorrectly placed up into a mixed honors science track from a
regular science track have initial science scores that are lower than the average correctly
placed honors student but higher than the average regular level student. The average
growth rate in science achievement for these students is estimated to be 3.52 points per
grade, which is the same as the average growth rate for correctly placed honors students.
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Being placed up into a mixed honors science track from a regular track has a positive
impact on student growth rate and students grow at an estimated 1.04 points per grade
faster than the average correctly placed regular level student.
Students who are incorrectly placed down into mixed honors track from an honors
track have average science scores that are below correctly placed honors students but
above the average correctly placed regular level students. The average growth rate for
these students is estimated to be 2.16 points per grade, which is an estimated 1.36 points
lower than the average estimated growth rate for correctly placed honors students, and an
estimated 0.32 points lower than the average correctly placed regular level student. Being
placed down into the mixed honors track from an honors track has a negative impact on
student growth rates.
Lastly, students who are incorrectly placed up into honors have initial science
scores that are lower than the average honors student but higher than the average regular
level student. These students have the same average growth rate between grades as the
average correctly placed honors student – an estimated 3.52 points per grade. Being
placed up from the regular track into the honors track provides a benefit of an estimated
1.04 points in growth to students in science achievement.
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Table 51.
Table 51: 2007 & 2008 Graduates Combined - Mean Science Scores at Initial Placement
and Growth Over Time Based on Track Placement.

Hierarchical Linear Growth Model Analysis for African American Students Only
A separate analysis was run on the combined cohorts of African American
students only to analyze the differences in initial status and growth rates among African
American students in mathematics and reading achievement. The organization of this
analysis is the same as the prior analysis and is centered on the four research questions.
Student Achievement and Growth Rates.
Mathematics.
According to the results in Tables 52 and 53, in the baseline model the grand
means are different from zero and there is significant variation between students at the
intercept and the slope. The average initial mathematics score for the average African
American student is 15.49 and there is significant variation around the initial
mathematics score (  =4.191, p=0.000). The average student‟s growth rate is 1.94 points
per grade and there is significant variation around the non-zero growth rate (  =0.680,
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p=0.005). The correlation between the intercept and the slope in the baseline model is
high at .996.
Table 52.
Table 52: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined Mathematics
Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical Linear Model - Unconditional Linear Growth
Model.

Table 53.
Table 53: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined Mathematics
Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical Linear Model – Variance Components for the
Unconditional Linear Growth Model.

Reading.
In the analysis of reading achievement, the grand means are different from zero
and there is significant variation between students at the intercept and the slope, as shown
in Tables 54 and 55. The average initial reading score for the average African American
student is 13.58 and there is significant variation around the initial reading score
(  =6.506, p=0.000). The average student‟s growth rate in reading is 2.04 points per
grade and there is significant variation around the non-zero growth rate (  =1.004,
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p=0.000). The correlation between the intercept and the slope in the baseline model is
high at .985.
Table 54.
Table 54: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined Reading Results
for a 2 Level Hierarchical Linear Model - Unconditional Linear Growth Model.

Table 55.
Table 55: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined Reading Results
for a 2 Level Hierarchical Linear Model – Variance Components for the
Unconditional Linear Growth Model.

Relationship between Student Achievement and Ascribed Characteristics.
Reading.
The analysis of reading achievement is the only one that includes gender as a
Level-2 predictor variable. The intercept is the average African American male student
with regular price meal status. The average initial reading score for the average African
American male student with regular price meal status is 13.54 and there is significant
variation around this initial score (  =6.112, p=0.000). Over time the non-zero growth
rate for the average African American male student with regular price meal status is 2.02
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points per grade, and the variation around the students‟ growth rate in reading is
significant (  =0.945, p=0.001). The results are presented in Tables 56 and 57.
Initially, African American females have reading scores that are 0.97 points
higher than African American male students. Over time there is no significant difference
in the growth rates between males and females. Students with free or reduced price meal
status have initial reading scores that are 0.97 points lower than students with regular
price meal status. Over time there is no significant difference in the growth rates between
students with free or reduced price meal status and students with regular price meal
status.
Once gender and meal status are added as predictors to the model, the initial
variance is reduced from 6.506 in the unconditional model to 6.112. The amount of
variation among students reading scores at initial status that can be accounted for is 6.0%
and the amount of variation around the students‟ growth rate in reading that can be
accounted for is 5.8%.
Table 56.
Table 56: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined Reading Results
for a 2 Level Hierarchical Linear Model - Conditional Linear Growth Model with
Gender and Meal Status as Predictors.
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Table 57.
Table 57: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined Reading Results
for a 2 Level Hierarchical Linear Model – Variance Components for the
Conditional Linear Growth Model with Gender and Meal Status as Predictors.

Relationship between Student Achievement and Track Level.
Mathematics.
In this part of the analysis the variables that capture continuous enrollment in a
track are added to the model. The intercept for the analysis of mathematics achievement
represents that average African American student with regular price meal status enrolled
in a remedial track. For the mathematics analysis of African American students only,
Level 1 is the reference group instead of Level 3 (honors) because the sample size for
students continuously enrolled in a remedial track is more robust than the sample size for
students continuously enrolled in an honors track. The results are reported in Tables 58
and 59.
The average initial mathematics score for the average African American student
with regular price meal status in the remedial mathematics track is 13.44 and there is
significant variation around this initial score (  =0.887, p=0.024). Over time the non-zero
growth rate for the average African American student with regular price meal status
enrolled in a remedial track is 1.54 points per grade, and the variation around the
students‟ growth rate is no longer significant. All of the variation around the growth rate
is fully accounted for once meal status and track levels are added to the model. Based on
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the coefficients, track level explains the variation in growth rates in mathematics
achievement.
At initial status, the average mathematics scores for students in a regular track
(Level 2) are 2.20 points higher than the average students in a remedial track. Students in
an honors mathematics track (Level 3) initially have an average mathematics score of
7.10 points higher than the average students in a remedial track.
There are significant differences in the growth rates between the average African
American students in a regular mathematics track and the average African American
students in a remedial mathematics track, where students in a regular track have a nonzero growth rate of 0.44 points per grade higher than the average student in a remedial
track. There is also a significant difference between students in an honors mathematics
track and students in a remedial track, where the average honors student has a non-zero
growth rate of 2.06 points per grade higher than the average student in a remedial track.
Once track is added as a predictor to the model, the initial variance is reduced
from 4.191 in the unconditional model to 0.887, and the amount of variation among
students‟ mathematics scores at initial status that can be accounted for increases to
78.8%.
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Table 58.
Table 58: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined Mathematics
Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical Linear Model - Conditional Linear Growth
Model with Meal Status and Track Level as Predictors.

Table 59.
Table 59: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined Mathematics
Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical Linear Model – Variance Components for the
Conditional Linear Growth Model with Meal Status and Track Level as
Predictors.

Reading.
For the analysis of reading achievement, the reference group for the track variable
is Level 3 (honors), which is the same as the original analyses that includes all students.
The intercept is the average African American male student with regular price meal status
enrolled in the honors English track. As shown in Tables 60 and 61, the average initial
reading score for the average African American male student with regular price meal
status in the honors English track is 14.17 and there is significant variation around this
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initial score (  =4.779, p=0.000). Over time the non-zero growth rate in reading for the
average African American male honors student with regular price meal status is 2.44
points per grade, and the variation around the students‟ growth rate continues to be
significant (  =0.836, p=0.003).
Initially, reading scores for female students are 0.78 points higher than male
students. Over time there is no significant difference in the growth rates between males
and females. There is no significant difference in reading scores between students with
regular price meal status and students with free or reduced price meal status either
initially or in their rate of growth.
At initial status, the average reading scores for African American students in a
remedial English track (Level 1) are 3.95 points lower than the average student in an
honors track and students in a remedial track have a non-zero growth rate of 1.01 points
per grade lower than the average honors student. Students in a regular English track
(Level 2) have initial average reading scores that are 0.74 points lower than the average
honors student. Regular level students have an average non-zero growth rate of 0.75
points per grade lower in reading achievement than the average honors student.
Once gender, meal status, and track levels are added as predictors to the model,
the initial variance is reduced from 6.506 in the unconditional model to 4.799, and the
amount of variation among students reading scores at initial status that can be accounted
for increases to 26.2%. The amount of variation around the students‟ growth rate
increases to 16.7%. Based on the coefficients, track level explains most of the variation in
growth rates.
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Table 60.
Table 60: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined Reading Results
for a 2 Level Hierarchical Linear Model - Conditional Linear Growth Model with
Gender, Meal Status, and Track Level as Predictors.

Table 61.
Table 61: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined Reading Results
for a 2 Level Hierarchical Linear Model – Variance Components for the
Conditional Linear Growth Model with Gender, Meal Status, and Track Level as
Predictors.

The track that a student is continuously enrolled in does impact student
achievement in mathematics and reading. African American students who are enrolled in
remedial track grow at a slower rate than students who are enrolled in a regular track,
who also grow at a slower rate than honors students. The addition of track enrollment to
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the model accounts for all of the variation around students‟ growth rates in math
achievement, but only 17% of the variation around students‟ growth rates in reading
achievement.
Relationship between Student Achievement and Initial Placement within a
Track.
Mathematics.
The final analysis explores the relationship between initial track placement and
student achievement. The results are presented in Tables 62 and 63. The average initial
mathematics score for the average African American student with regular price meal
status who is correctly placed into a remedial mathematics track is 13.19 and there is no
significant variation around this initial score. All of the initial variation between students
is now accounted for once track level and initial track placement are added to the model.
Over time the non-zero growth rate for the average student with regular price meal status
correctly placed in a remedial track is 1.64 points per grade and the variation around the
students growth rate is significant (  =0.642, p=0.017).
At initial status, the average mathematics scores for students in a regular
mathematics track are 2.85 points higher than the average students correctly placed in a
remedial track. Students in the honors mathematics track initially have average
mathematics scores that are 8.43 points higher than the average students correctly placed
in a remedial track.
There is a significant difference in the growth rates between students in the
remedial mathematics track and students in the regular track, where the non-zero growth
rate for students in the regular track is 0.36 points per grade higher than the average
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correctly placed student in the remedial track. There is also a significant difference
between students in the remedial mathematics track and students in an honors
mathematics track, where honors students have a non-zero growth rate of 1.83 points per
grade higher than the average student in the remedial track.
An analysis of initial placement finds significant differences initially between
students who are incorrectly placed down into a remedial mathematics track and students
who are correctly placed into a remedial mathematics track. Students incorrectly placed
down into a remedial track initially have mathematics scores that are 1.90 points higher
than correctly placed students. Over time there are no significant differences in the
growth rates between students incorrectly placed down to a remedial track and students
correctly placed into a remedial track.
Students who are incorrectly placed down into a regular mathematics track
initially have mathematics scores that are 2.24 points higher than correctly placed regular
level students. Over time there are no significant differences in the growth rates between
students incorrectly placed down into a regular track and students correctly placed into a
regular track.
Students who are incorrectly placed up into a regular mathematics track have
initial mathematics scores that are 2.40 points lower than the average correctly placed
regular level student. Over time there are no significant differences in the growth rates
between students incorrectly placed up into a regular track and the average correctly
placed regular level student.
Finally, students incorrectly placed up into an honors mathematics track have
initial mathematics scores that are 4.63 points lower than the average correctly placed
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honors students. Over time there are no significant differences in the growth rates
between students incorrectly placed up into an honors track and correctly placed honors
students.
The additional variables that capture incorrect track placement did not account for
any additional variance between students‟ mathematics scores in the model either initially
or over time.
Table 62.
Table 62: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined Mathematics
Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical Linear Model - Conditional Linear Growth
Model with Meal Status, Track Level, and Initial Track Placement as Predictors.
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Table 63.
Table 63: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined Mathematics
Results for a 2 Level Hierarchical Linear Model – Variance Components for the
Conditional Linear Growth Model with Meal Status, Track Level, and Initial
Track Placement as Predictors.

Reading.
As shown in Tables 64 and 65, the average initial reading score for the average
African American male student with regular price meal status who is correctly placed
into an honors English track is 14.12 and there is significant variation around this initial
score (  =3.037, p=0.00). With the addition of initial track placement to the model, the
amount of variation in reading scores at initial status that can be explained is now 53.3%.
Over time the non-zero growth rate for the average African American male
student with regular price meal status correctly placed in an honors English track is 2.22
points per grade and the variation around the students‟ growth rate is significant
(  =1.103, p=0.001). Although the variation around the students‟ growth rate is
significant, it does not account for any additional amount of variation in the model. All of
the variation in students‟ growth rates are accounted for and based on the coefficients,
continuous enrollment in a track and being incorrectly placed up into the mixed regular
track explains the variation in growth rates more than any other variables in the model.
At initial status, the average reading scores for students in a remedial English
track are 3.83 points lower than the reading scores of the average students in an honors
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English track; and their average non-zero growth rate is 0.78 points lower than the
growth rate of the average students in an honors track. Initially, African American
students in a regular English track have reading scores that are 0.74 points below the
average African American honors student, and an average non-zero growth rate of 0.63
points per grade lower than the average African American honors student.
There are no significant differences either initially or over time between students
who are incorrectly placed down into a remedial English track and the average correctly
placed remedial student. African American students who are incorrectly placed down to a
regular English track have initial reading scores that are 2.05 points higher than correctly
placed regular level students. African American students incorrectly placed up into a
regular English track have initial reading scores that are 2.98 points lower than the
average correctly placed regular level student. Over time there are no significant
differences in the growth rates between students incorrectly placed either up or down into
the regular English track and students who are correctly placed into a regular track.
There are no significant differences initially between African American students
who are incorrectly placed up into a mixed regular English track and African American
students who are correctly placed into and remain in a regular English track. Over time
students who are incorrectly placed up into a mixed regular English track grow at a rate
of 1.97 points per grade greater than the average students in a regular English track.
Initially there is a significant difference between African American students who
are incorrectly placed down into a mixed regular English track and the average African
American students who are correctly placed into and remain in a regular English track.
Students incorrectly placed down into a mixed regular track have initial reading scores
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4.61 points higher than average correctly placed regular level students. Over time there
are no significant differences in the growth rates between African American students
incorrectly placed down into a mixed regular English track and the average correctly
placed regular level student.
There are significant differences initially between students who are incorrectly
placed down into a mixed honors English track (Level 3) and the average African
American students who are correctly placed into and remain in an honors English track.
Students incorrectly placed down into a mixed honors track have initial reading scores
that are 6.52 points higher than the average correctly placed honors students. Over time
there are no significant differences in the growth rates between African American
students incorrectly placed down into mixed honors and correctly placed honors students.
There are no significant differences either initially or over time between African
American students who are incorrectly placed up into a mixed honors English track and
the average correctly placed honors student; and African American students who are
incorrectly placed up into an honors English track and the average correctly placed
honors student.
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Table 64.
Table 64: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined Reading Results
for a 2 Level Hierarchical Linear Model - Conditional Linear Growth Model with
Gender, Meal Status, Track Level, and Initial Track Placement as Predictors.

Table 65.
Table 65: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined Reading Results
for a 2 Level Hierarchical Linear Model – Variance Components for the
Conditional Linear Growth Model with Gender, Meal Status, Track Level, and
Initial Track Placement as Predictors.
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Although there are differences initially among African American students who are
incorrectly placed into the various tracks, misplacement has almost no additional impact
on student growth rates in mathematics or reading achievement. The only African
American students who have an additional positive impact on their growth rates are
students who are incorrectly placed up into a mixed regular English track. These students
have average growth rates in reading achievement that are nearly two points greater than
the average growth rate in reading achievement of correctly placed regular level students.
The main variable that explains differences in student growth rates among African
American students in mathematics and reading is continuous enrollment in a remedial,
regular, or honors track. African American students who are continuously enrolled in a
remedial track have average growth rates that are lower than students who are
continuously enrolled in a regular level track, who also have average growth rates below
the average continuously enrolled honors student.
Coefficient Estimates for African American Students Incorrectly Placed
Based on HLM Results.
Mathematics.
For the population of African American students only, mean mathematics scores
are calculated for each group based on track placement, and the results are shown in
Table 66. The intercept group is the average African American student correctly placed in
the remedial track. The following groups are identified: students who are initially placed
into and remain in a regular track (Level 2); students who are initially placed into and
remain in an honors track (Level 3); students who are initially incorrectly placed down
into a remedial track; students who are initially incorrectly placed down into a regular
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track; students who are initially incorrectly placed up into a regular track; and students
who are initially incorrectly placed up into an honors track.
African American students who are placed into and remain in regular and honors
mathematics tracks initially have higher mathematics scores (with honors scores higher
than regular level scores, respectively) than students in the remedial track. African
American students in a remedial mathematics track have slower growth rates than
students in a regular track (an estimated 1.64 points per grade versus an estimated 1.99
points per grade), and slower growth rates than honors level students (an estimated 1.64
points per grade compared to an estimated 3.46 points per grade). There is an estimated
difference of 0.35 points per grade in the rate of growth between the remedial and regular
level students, and estimated difference of 1.47 points in growth rates between regular
and honors students, and an estimated difference of 1.82 points per grade in growth rates
between African American students in the remedial and honors tracks.
African American students who are incorrectly placed down into a remedial
mathematics track have initial mathematics scores that are higher than the average
correctly placed student in a remedial track but lower than the average student placed in a
regular mathematics track. These students grow at the same rate as the average correctly
placed remedial student. Being placed down into a remedial mathematics track instead of
a regular level mathematics track has an estimated negative impact of 0.35 points per
grade on African American students‟ growth rates in mathematics achievement.
African American students who are incorrectly placed down into a regular
mathematics track from an honors track have initial mathematics scores that are higher
than the average regular level student but lower than the average honors student. These
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students‟ mathematics scores grow at the same rate as the average regular level student.
Being placed down from an honors level track slows the average African American
student‟s growth rate in mathematics by an estimated 1.47 points per grade.
African American students who are incorrectly placed up into a regular
mathematics track have initial mathematics scores that are lower than the average regular
level student but higher than the average remedial student. The average growth rate for
these students is the same as the average growth rate for correctly placed regular level
students. Being placed up into a regular mathematics track instead of a remedial track
provides a positive increase of an estimated 0.35 points per grade in the growth rate in
mathematics achievement.
African American students who are incorrectly placed up into the honors
mathematics track have initial mathematics scores that are lower than the average honors
student but higher than the average regular level student. These students grow at the same
rate as the average honors student. Being placed up into the honors track provides a
benefit to students and increases their growth rate by an estimated 1.47 points per grade
so that their growth rate is equal to that of the average honors student growth rate.
African American students that are placed up into an honors track benefit from being
placed up, but unlike in the overall population this benefit does not exceed the growth
rate of the average African American honors student.
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Table 66.
Table 66: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined - Mean
Mathematics Scores at Initial Placement and Growth Over Time Based on Track
Placement.

Reading.
As shown in Table 67, African American students who are placed into and remain
in a remedial English track (Level 1) and regular English track (Level 2) have initial
reading scores that are lower (with Level 1 scores lower than Level 2 scores,
respectively) than the average honors students. Students in a remedial English track grow
at a slower rate than students in a regular English track (an estimated 1.44 points per
grade versus an estimated 1.59 points per grade), and slower than students in honors (an
estimated 1.44 points per grade compared to an estimated 2.22 points per grade). There is
an estimated difference of 0.15 points per grade in the rate of growth of African
American students between remedial and regular level students, an estimated difference
of 0.63 points per grade in reading achievement between regular and honors level
students, and an estimated difference of 0.78 points per grade in the rate of growth
between remedial and honors students in reading achievement.
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African American students who are incorrectly placed down into a remedial
English track have initial reading scores that are the same as the average correctly placed
remedial students but lower than the average correctly placed regular level students, and
these students grow at the same rate as the average correctly placed remedial students.
Being placed down into a remedial English track instead of a regular track has an
estimated negative impact of 0.15 points per grade on African American students‟ growth
rates in reading.
African American students who are incorrectly placed down into a regular
English track have initial reading scores that are higher than the average regular level
student and the average honors student. These students‟ reading scores grow at the same
rate as the average regular level student. Being placed down into a regular English track
from an honors track has an estimated negative impact in reading achievement of 0.63
points per grade.
African American students who are incorrectly placed up into a regular English
track have initial reading scores that are lower than the average regular level student but
higher than the average student in a remedial track. The average growth rate for these
students is the same as the average growth rate for correctly placed Level 2 students.
Being placed up into a regular English track instead of a remedial track provides an
estimated increase of 0.15 points per grade in African American students‟ growth rate in
reading.
African American students who are incorrectly placed up into a mixed regular
English track have initial reading scores that are the same as the average correctly placed
regular level students. The average growth rate for these students is higher than the
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average growth rate for correctly placed regular level students and higher than correctly
placed honors students. African American students who are placed up into a mixed
regular English track from a regular level English track have a positive impact and an
increase in their growth rate in reading achievement by an estimated 1.97 points per
grade over the average regular level student, and an estimated 1.34 points per grade over
the average honors student.
African American students who are incorrectly placed down into a mixed regular
English track from an honors track have initial reading scores that are higher than the
average correctly placed regular level student and higher than the average correctly
placed honors student. These students have an estimated average growth rate in reading
of 1.59 points per grade, which is the same as the estimated average growth rate for
correctly placed regular level students, but lower than the estimated 2.22 points per grade
growth rate in reading achievement of correctly placed honors students. Being placed
down into a mixed regular English track from an honors English track has an estimated
negative impact on African American students; growth rate in reading by 0.63 points per
grade. Although these students have slower estimated growth rates in reading than honors
students, because they have initial reading scores that are higher than the average honors
student their estimated ACT scores continues to be higher than the estimated ACT score
of the average African American student in the honors track.
African American students who are incorrectly placed up into a mixed honors
English track have initial reading scores that are the same as the average correctly placed
honors student. The average growth rate for these students is the same as the average
growth rate for correctly placed honors students. Being placed up into a mixed honors
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track from a regular track has a positive impact on student growth rate and students grow
at an estimated 0.63 points per grade more than the average correctly placed regular level
student.
African American students who are incorrectly placed down into the mixed
honors English track have the highest initial reading scores; higher than the average
correctly placed honors student. The estimated average growth rate for these students is
the same as the estimated average growth rate for correctly placed honors students.
African American students who are placed down into a mixed honors course from an
honors course are not impacted over time.
African American students who are incorrectly placed up into the English honors
track have initial reading scores that are the same as the average African American
honors student and the reading scores for these students grow at the same rate as the
average honors student. Being placed up into the honors track instead of a regular track
provides a benefit to students of an estimated 0.63 points per grade.
The African American students who receive the most positive impact from being
misplaced are the students who are incorrectly placed up into a mixed regular English
track. These students have a growth rate in reading achievement of almost two points
greater than the average regular level student and over one point per grade greater than
the average honors student. By the time they take the ACT, theoretically these students‟
estimated ACT reading score will be higher than the estimated reading score of the
average African American student in the honors track.
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Table 67.
Table 67: 2007 & 2008 African American Graduates Only Combined - Mean Reading
Scores at Initial Placement and Growth Over Time Based on Track Placement.

CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
This chapter discusses the key findings from the study and their relationship to
findings from existing research. The chapter is organized into five sections. The first
section is a discussion of the significant findings from the analyses of mathematics,
reading, and science achievement. The second section is a discussion of the method of
analysis and how it differs from previous research on tracking. The last three sections
discuss the implications for current practice, limitations of the research study, and
recommendations for future research.
Overall the results from this study find that there is variation in student growth
rates in mathematics, reading, and science achievement and students‟ ascribed
characteristics of race, meal status, and gender, as well as the track in which they are
enrolled, do have an impact on student achievement. The discussion of the significant
findings is organized around the four research questions. The first part of this section
addresses the first two research questions, in particular the impact of race and
socioeconomic status on student achievement, and incorporates a discussion about the
relationship between the findings from this study and that of existing research. The
second and third parts of this section discuss the results of the analyses of the impact of
track placement on student achievement and the impact that incorrect placement into a
track has on student achievement. A discussion of the impact of track placement and its
131
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relationship to the findings from previous research studies follows as the end of the
section.
Overview of Significant Findings
Relationship between Student Achievement and Ascribed Characteristics.
The first two research questions in this study ask whether or not there is a
difference in the rate of growth in students between the 9th and 11th grades, and do
student‟s ascribed characteristics have an impact on their rate of growth. There are
significant differences among students‟ initial mathematics, reading, and science scores,
and in the average growth rates among students within each subject. Based on the
findings from this research study, ascribed characteristics of race, socioeconomic status
(as measured by students‟ meal status), and gender do have an impact on students‟
growth rates across the different subject areas. Race/ethnicity and meal status have more
of an impact than gender, which is only significant in reading achievement. The addition
of these ascribed characteristics explains over one-half of the variation in growth rates
among students in mathematics and reading, and 39% of the variation in science. In
mathematics and science achievement, the variation among students‟ growth rates is
mainly due to a students‟ race/ethnicity.
Race.
An analysis of the differences among the standardized test scores in mathematics,
reading, and science across the two cohorts finds that the average scores for African
American and Hispanic students on the EXPLORE test are below the overall average and
below the average scores for white students. Over time the scores for African American
132
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and Hispanic students in mathematics, reading, and science on the PLAN and ACT tests
continue to be below the overall average and below the average scores for white students.
White students have above average scores on the EXPLORE test and continue to have
above average scores on the PLAN and ACT tests in all three subject areas. The findings
from the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of track placement within mathematics,
English, and science courses are that African American and Hispanic students are
initially enrolled in lower tracks than white students and continue to be enrolled in lower
tracks by the end of their junior year.
One of the main criteria for initial placement into a track is performance on the
EXPLORE test. African American and Hispanic students start out with lower
achievement scores and are more frequently placed into lower tracks, such as the
remedial or regular tracks. Growth over time for African American and Hispanic
students, as measured by achievement on the PLAN and ACT tests, is slower than the
average growth rate for white students who start out with above average EXPLORE
scores and who are more commonly placed into higher tracks.
The results from the HLM analyses support the initial findings from the
exploratory analyses that students‟ race does impact their rate of growth in mathematics,
reading, and science achievement and provides further evidence as to how much lower
African American and Hispanic students initial EXPLORE scores are than the average
white student, as well as how much slower the average growth rate for African American
and Hispanic students is when compared to the average growth rate for white students.
Within each subject area the average growth rate for African American students is about
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two points lower than the average growth rate for white students. The growth rate for the
average Hispanic student is one and one-half point lower in mathematics and science and
about two points lower in reading than the average growth rate for white students.
These findings are consistent with prior research which reports that race/ethnicity
does have an impact on track placement and minority and low income students are
disproportionately placed in lower tracks (Oakes, 1985, 1987, 1990; Gamoran, 1992;
Oakes, Gamoran, & Page, 1992; Oakes, Selvin, Karoly, & Guiton, 1992; Oakes &
Guiton, 1995; Lucas & Gamoran, 2002; Ballón, 2008). Research finds that students
enrolled in the upper tracks have an advantage and that tracking may raise achievement
for higher-track students, but not those in the lower tracks who are at a disadvantage
(Oakes, 1985; Gamoran, 1987; Oakes, Gamoran, and Page, 1992; Lucas & Gamoran,
2002).
Socioeconomic Status.
Students with free or reduced price meal status have initial EXPLORE scores that
are below the overall average. Over time the mathematics, reading, and science PLAN
and ACT scores for these students continue to be below average. Students with regular
price meal status have above average scores initially and over time in all three subject
areas. Results from the ANOVA find that students with free or reduced price meal status
are initially enrolled in lower tracks than students with regular price meal status and this
pattern continues until the end of their junior year.
The HLM analyses on the impact of meal status initially and over time in
mathematics, reading, and science achievement finds no significant differences in the
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growth rates between students with regular price meal status and students with free or
reduced price meal status for mathematics or science achievement. In reading
achievement, students with free or reduced price meal status have a growth rate of about
one-half point lower than students with regular price meal status.
Although low income students grow at the same rate as high income students,
they start lower and therefore continue to have achievement scores in mathematics and
science that are lower than high income students. The gap between low income and high
income students in mathematics and science achievement remains constant. The
exception is in reading achievement, where the average low income student starts lower
and grows at a slower pace than the average high income student. Because of this
difference, the gap in reading achievement widens slightly between low and high income
students.
These findings are also consistent with prior research. Previous research reports
that tracking widens the gap between high and low income students, where high SES
students are more advantaged and more likely to be placed in an academic track while
lower SES students are often enrolled in general or vocational tracks (Alexander &
McDill, 1976; Vanfossen, Jones, & Spade, 1985; Gamoran, 1987; Lee & Bryk, 1989;
Oakes, Gamoran, & Page, 1992; Oakes & Guiton, 1995). This study finds a difference in
track placement between students, where low income students are disproportionately
placed into lower tracks and high income students are disproportionately placed into
upper tracks. This disproportionate placement of students among tracks is what creates a
widening of the achievement gap between high and low income students. When
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considered on its own, the growth rates of high and low income students in mathematics
and science achievement are the same. As the findings in the next section suggest, the
disproportionate placement of low income students into lower tracks is where the
widening of the gap between low and high income students occurs. The findings for
reading achievement indicate that over time there is a slight widening of the gap between
low income and high income students, which is impacted even more by the
disproportionate placement of low income students into the lower tracks.
Relationship between Student Achievement and Track Level.
The third research question asks: does the academic track in which the students
are placed in the 9th grade, and in which they remain at the end of the 11th grade, have an
impact on students‟ rate of growth? The findings from the HLM analyses indicate that
there is a difference in growth rates among students based on the track in which they are
enrolled. Students in the remedial track have the lowest scores and the slowest growth
rate. Students in the regular track have initial scores that are lower than the average
honors students but higher than the average students in the remedial track; and their
growth rates are slower than that of honors students but greater than the growth rate for
the average remedial students. The differences in mathematics achievement initially and
over time for students between the middle and low level tracks and students in the honors
track are greater than the differences found between students in reading or science
achievement. The addition of the variables of track placement to the model increases the
amount of variation that can be accounted for between students‟ growth rates. The
amount of variation accounted for in the growth rates in reading achievement increases
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from 54% to 64%, and from 39% to 44% in science achievement. With just the variables
of race and meal status the variation in student growth rates is 51% in mathematics
achievement. Once track level is added to the model all of the variation in growth rates in
mathematics achievement can be accounted for.
The science test measures interpretation, analysis, evaluation, reasoning, and
problem-solving skills and the items on the science test cover three cognitive levels of
understanding, analysis, and generalization. Students are expected to have at least two
years of introductory science by the time they take the ACT test (ACT, 2007a). Only
44% of the variation in student growth rates in science achievement is accounted for by
the variables of race, socioeconomic status, and track placement. This is less than the
amount of variation that is accounted for in mathematics and reading achievement. There
are more variables that can possibly better explain the variation in student growth rates in
science than what has been currently studied.
Relationship between Student Achievement and Initial Placement within a
Track.
The fourth and final research question asks whether or not there is a difference in
the rate of growth between students with similar test scores who are initially placed into
different academic tracks.
Initial placement with a positive impact.
Students who are misplaced up a level have a positive impact on their
mathematics, reading, and science achievement. Students placed up into a regular
mathematics track have greater average gains over time than remedial students; and
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students placed up into an honors mathematics track have greater average gains over time
than all other students.
In reading achievement, being placed up into a regular, mixed regular, mixed
honors, or honors English track has a positive impact and provides an additional increase
in students‟ growth rates in reading that are greater than what would be expected if they
were correctly placed into remedial or regular English tracks. Students placed up into a
mixed regular English track from a lower English track have estimated growth rates in
reading achievement that are even greater than estimated growth rates of students in
regular English tracks. In addition, African American students who are incorrectly placed
up into a mixed regular English track have estimated growth rates in reading achievement
that exceed that of the average African American students in the honors English track.
Students who are incorrectly placed up into the mathematics and English honors
tracks benefit the most and have average estimated growth rates that are over one point
greater than the estimated growth rates for the average honors students in the
mathematics and English tracks, and over two points greater than the average estimated
growth rates of regular level students. Due to this accelerated growth rate, by the time
students who are placed up into the honors mathematics track take the ACT in their
junior year they theoretically will reduce the gap in mathematics achievement between
themselves and the average honors students by over one-third. Being placed up from the
regular mathematics track into the honors mathematics track provides a significant
benefit to students and accelerates their growth rate in mathematics achievement even
more than that of the average honors student.
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Similar to the mathematics results, students incorrectly placed up into an honors
English track benefit from an accelerated growth rate that is greater than the growth rate
for the average honors students in an English track. By the time these students take the
ACT in their junior year theoretically they will completely close the gap in reading
achievement between themselves and the average correctly placed honors students.
Students correctly placed into the honors science track, and students incorrectly
placed up into the honors or mixed honors science track have the same estimated growth
rate. Students incorrectly placed up into an honors or mixed honors science track have an
increase in their estimated growth rate in science achievement that is greater than the
expected growth rate had they been correctly placed in a regular track. Unlike in the
results in mathematics and reading achievement, students placed up into an honors
science track do not have estimated growth rates in science achievement that is beyond
that of the estimated growth of the average honors students.
Students who are correctly placed into the regular science track and students
incorrectly placed up into regular or mixed regular science tracks have the same average
growth rate. There is no impact on student growth in science achievement by being
placed up into a mixed regular science track from a regular science track. Similar to the
results from the analysis on mathematics and reading achievement, being placed up into a
regular science track from a remedial track provides a positive increase in student growth
in science achievement.
In sum, being placed up a level benefits students over time in mathematics,
reading, and science achievement, especially students‟ who are placed up into an honors
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track. Being placed up into the honors track has the greatest benefit to student growth
over time. In addition, students who are placed up into a mixed regular English track
benefit beyond the average estimated growth rate of regular level students. The results are
similar for African American students; being placed up into a higher track provides a
positive impact in mathematics and reading achievement.
Initial placement with a negative impact.
Students who are misplaced down a level are negatively impacted in mathematics,
reading, and science achievement. In both mathematics and English, students who are
incorrectly placed down into the remedial tracks from regular tracks, as well as students
who are incorrectly placed down into a regular track from an honors track, have slower
than expected growth rates in mathematics and reading achievement. Most notably,
students who are placed down into a regular mathematics or English track from an honors
mathematics or English track have the most negative impact. The estimated growth rates
of these students are slower than all other students, including that of remedial students.
In English and science, students placed down into a mixed honors track from an
honors track are also negatively impacted and grow at an estimated rate below the
average student in a regular track. Students placed down into a regular or mixed regular
English or science track from an honors English or science track also have slower than
expected growth rates.
Students who are placed down into a mixed regular science track have the slowest
estimated growth rates in science achievement, followed by students who are placed
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down into a regular science track. Both of these groups have estimated growth rates in
science achievement that are slower than the growth rates of remedial students.
In sum, being placed down from an honors track results in the greatest negative
impact on student achievement. In particular, students who are placed down into a regular
track have estimated growth rates that are slower than those of remedial students. Being
placed down into a mixed honors track results in growth rates in reading and science
achievement that are slower than the average regular level student. In science
achievement, students with the slowest growth rates are those who are placed down into a
mixed regular track from an honors track. Again the results are similar for African
American students; being placed down into a lower track has a negative impact on
African American students‟ mathematics and reading achievement.
The results from the third and fourth research questions are consistent with earlier
studies on tracking which find that tracking and course-taking account for a large amount
of the differences in student achievement, particularly for low and average ability
students (Oakes, 1985, 1987; Gamoran, 1987; Kulik & Kulik, 1982; Braddock, 1990;
Oakes, Gamoran, & Page, 1992). Research by Oakes, Gamoran, and Page (1992) found
that tracking may raise achievement for higher-track students but not those in the lower
tracks who are at a disadvantage. This contributes to a widening of the achievement gap
between high and low tracks over time. In addition, Gamoran (1987) found that within
school differences are tied to differential course-taking, where students in the academic
track are more advantaged than students in the general track, who are more advantaged
than students in the vocational track. These advantages are due to a greater access to
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courses of study that produce high achievement. Lucas & Gamoran (2002) found that the
average student‟s mathematics achievement is higher when they are assigned to the
college track, and that track assignment explains part of the variation in mathematics
achievement. This is consistent with the results in this study where students in the honors
track have greater growth rates than students in the regular track, which in turn have
greater growth rates than students in the remedial track.
Braddock (1990) finds a relationship between curriculum tracking and literacy,
where placement into the academic track has substantial positive effects in literacy and
placement into the vocational or general tracks have substantial negative effects on
literacy. The study concludes that after controlling for social background tracking is
responsible for a significant portion of the differences among white, African American,
and Hispanic students, where African American and Hispanic students are
overrepresented in remedial tracks and underrepresented in honors tracks (Braddock,
1990). The findings from this study are similar to the findings from Braddock‟s study.
The current study finds a difference in track placement between students, where African
American and Hispanic students are disproportionately placed into lower tracks and
white students are disproportionately placed into upper tracks. This disproportionate
placement of students among tracks is what creates a widening of the achievement gap
between students.
Studies have also found that initial placement in a track impacts future placement
and tracking limits access to knowledge and learning opportunities for students in nonacademic tracks (Oakes, 1985; Stevenson, Schiller, & Schneider, 1994; Oakes & Guiton,
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1995; Dauber, Alexander, & Entwisle, 1996; Trusty & Niles, 2003). Research in support
of de-tracking has found positive effects of moving students up into a higher track
(Burris, Wiley, Welner, & Murphy, 2008). Results from a study by Burris, et al (2008)
finds the impact of de-tracking is greatest for low socioeconomic students as well as
minority students. De-tracked classes increase the odds of graduation for all students,
especially low income and minority students. They find that when placed together, lowachieving students benefit when given a high-track curriculum and at the same time highachieving students are not hindered in their level of achievement (Burris, Wiley, Welner,
& Murphy, 2008). One example of a finding from this research study that is similar to the
findings from Burris‟ study on de-tracking is the positive impact on reading achievement
for African American students who are placed up into a mixed regular English track.
Being placed up into a mixed-ability course accelerates these students‟ growth rates in
reading achievement. At the same time the average African American student in the
mixed honors track continues to have the same growth rates equal to those of the average
African American student in the honors track. These findings are similar in the analysis
of all students, where students who are placed up into the mixed regular track have
growth rates that are greater than the average regular level student and the honors
students continue to perform at a high level.
Although this study did not address the issue of teacher expectations among the
different tracks, there is evidence that teacher expectations and differences in
instructional behaviors between the remedial, regular, and honors tracks contributes to
the differences in student achievement (Rosenbaum, 1976; Oakes, 1985; Gamoran,
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Nystrand, Berends, & LePore, 1995; Reed, 2008). Oakes (1985) found that students in
some classes have very different access to knowledge and learning experiences than
students in other classes. Lower track classes were found to have less of both the
necessary and the sufficient elements of classroom time for student learning. Oakes found
that the instructional environments of high-track classes were characterized more by a
whole set of teacher behaviors thought to promote learning than were those of the lowtrack classes. Rosenbaum (1976) found that teachers sought out differences among
college-track students and responded differently to them, whereas they would ignore
differences among non-college track students and respond similarly to them all. Reed
(2008) studied regular level and honors level math classes, both of which were taught the
same curriculum content, and found that students in the regular level class were regarded
as less motivated and more behaviorally challenged by the teachers than the honors level
students. These students experienced less rigorous and less demanding mathematical
learning experiences than their honors level peers. Lastly, Gamoran, Nystrand, Berends,
& LePore (1995) found differences in the nature and effects of classroom instruction
among remedial, regular, and honors level English classes and they find that those
differences account for an important part of the explanation for the widening of the
achievement gap among the students across the different course levels.
Overview of Method of Analysis
This study adds to the current body of research and knowledge not only on the
topic of tracking and its impact on student achievement, but also in the method of
analysis used to study tracking. Of the studies reviewed that used a quantitative method
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of analysis, one of the more common research methods used is logistic regression on
longitudinal survey data, such as the High School & Beyond dataset (Hallinan, 1991;
Kilgore, 1991; Stevenson, Schiller, & Schneider, 1994; Jones, Vanfossen, & Ensminger,
1995; Dauber, Alexander, & Entwisle, 1996; Trusty & Niles, 2003). Multiple regression
models that use longitudinal survey data are also a common method (Heyns, 1974;
Alexander & McDill, 1976; Alexander, Cook, & McDill, 1978; Vanfossen, Jones, &
Spade, 1985; Gamoran, 1987; Gamoran & Mare, 1989; Hallinan, 1994; Lucas &
Gamoran, 2002).
Hierarchical linear models are used in school effects research, and in particular
growth curve models have been used to study prior ability and subsequent student
achievement (Rescorla & Rosenthal, 2004) or to estimate school growth trajectories
(Zvoch & Stevens, 2005). There is limited research that uses hierarchical linear growth
curve models to study the impact of tracking on student achievement over time.
Prior research studies have used the same large datasets, such as the High School
and Beyond data, to study tracking. These datasets use students‟ self reported track
positions. Lucas & Gamoran (2002) argue that research needs to “respond to changes in
tracking while maintaining comparable measures based on past survey research” (p. 173),
which has typically used academic/college prep, general, and vocational measures of
track position. Those structures may have been common at one time, but since the 1980‟s
students are not as clearly identified this way and are more likely to be divided on a
subject-by-subject basis (Lucas & Gamoran, 2002). This study uses what Lucas &
Gamoran (2002) term “course-based indicators” instead of student self-report of track
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position. The use of course-based indicators of honors, regular, or remedial are
considered to be a more direct and precise way to measure the structure of tracking and
achievement (Lucas & Gamoran, 2002) and allows for the analysis of tracks within a
school district to occur at a more discrete level.
Implications for Current Practice
This study has policy implications for a school district that is trying to close the
achievement gap between students, particularly minority and low income students, and
subsequently meet Annual Yearly Progress (AYP) as required by federal law. The
findings in this study support the argument for moving students up into a higher track if
the school district can incorporate all of the necessary support structures to help students
succeed so that they can achieve greater than expected growth rates. This study provides
evidence of the benefit of placing students up into an honors track, including a mixed
honors track, and how it accelerates student growth rates. For example, as seen in the
results for reading achievement students who are placed up into the honors track from a
regular or mixed-level track have average growth rates that are greater than the average
honors student and therefore by the time they take the ACT in their junior their they are
predicted to completely close the gap in reading achievement between the average regular
level student and the average honors student.
This study also provides evidence of the benefit of mixed-ability course levels;
students who are placed up into a mixed-ability class in English or science have an
increase their growth rates in reading and science achievement. In particular, in the
English mixed-ability track it has been shown that students initially placed up into a
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mixed regular track have growth rates that exceed that of the average regular level
student.
Placing students up into a higher track not only benefits students, but also benefits
the school district. The positive impact on student achievement may help the school
district make greater progress towards closing the gap between minority and White
students as well as low and high income students, and subsequently make progress
towards meeting AYP. By raising student achievement there is the potential to increase
the percent of students who meet expectations on the Prairie State Achievement
Examination (PSAE), and subsequently increase the school‟s ability to make AYP.
Limitations of Research Study
The study of tracking and its impact on student achievement is complicated and
there are many variables that have an impact on the process of tracking students. Placing
students into different courses and tracks in high school is a complicated process and
involves many different factors. School data is messy and complex, and the data used in
this study is no exception. This study attempted to capture the subtleties of track
placement, especially by attempting to take into account the effect of incorrectly placing
students up or down a track. This study only considered track placement based on the
EXPLORE criteria and was not able to account for other factors in the placement process,
such as teacher recommendations, parental input, prior courses and grades, or any other
achievement test that may have been taken into consideration during the placement
process.
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This study focused on quantitative variables only, in particular demographic and
socioeconomic variables of race, gender, socioeconomic status as defined by students‟
meal status, as well as the track in which a student is placed when they first enter high
school. The study did not take into account qualitative student or teacher factors such as
student motivation, teacher expectations, or other instructional variables that may have a
role in accounting for the differences in student achievement. In addition, other factors
beyond the control of this study include any changes that may have been made in the
curriculum during the time periods under study.
Lastly, the results from this study can only be generalized to school districts with
similar demographic and socioeconomic characteristics and similar school and tracking
structures.
Recommendations for Future Research
Future cohorts that may be impacted by any changes in curriculum and tracking
structures should be analyzed to see if those changes have an impact on student
achievement. In some academic subject areas adjustments have been made in the school
district to eliminate the regular track and move more students into a mixed-ability track.
More research needs to be done on the effect of mixed-ability courses, and in particular
research that evaluates the impact of a mixed-ability track on student achievement.
More research on tracking and achievement that analyzes tracks as course-based
indicators should be conducted to help develop a more refined picture of how tracking
impacts student achievement. In particular, more research on the role of incorrectly
placing students into higher or lower tracks needs to be conducted to further explore its
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impact on student achievement. Tracking begins well before students reach high school.
Future research should consider the relationship between courses taken prior to high
school and high school track placement.
In terms of subject area research, more research needs to be conducted to explore
what additional variables have an impact on science achievement. In this study, track
placement explained the smallest amount of variation among growth rates in science
achievement as opposed to mathematics or reading achievement. Additional research
should explore the relationship between mathematics and reading ability and science
achievement.
Finally, in considering the method of analysis more research needs to be done
using multilevel growth models to explore the impact of tracking on student achievement
and if possible a three-level growth model of scores nested in students nested in tracks
should be explored to see if the results are comparable.
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Variable

Definition
Ascribed Characteristics
Dummy code, 1 = Female, 0 = Male
Dummy code, 1 = African American, 0 = otherwise
Dummy code, 1 = Hispanic, 0 = otherwise
Free lunch = 1; Reduced price lunch = 2; Regular price
lunch = 3.
For HLM analysis, 1 = Free/Reduced price lunch, 0 =
Regular lunch

Gender
African American
Hispanic
Meal Status

Standardized Tests
EXPLORE standardized test, taken in the Fall of 8th
grade
PLAN standardized test, taken in the Fall of 10th grade
ACT standardized test, taken in the Spring of 11th grade

EXP
PLN
ACT

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Tracks – Continuous Enrollment Variables
Initially placed into enriched or remedial track in semester
1 of 9th grade and remains in enriched or remedial track
in semester 2 of 11th grade
Initially placed into regular track in semester 1 of 9th
grade and remains in regular track in semester 2 of 11th
grade
Initially placed into honors or AP track in semester 1 of
9th grade and remains in honors or AP in semester 2 of
11th grade

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Mixed Regular (Level 2)

Mixed Honors (Level 3)

Tracks – Initial Placement Variables
Initially placed into enriched or remedial track
Initially placed into regular track
Initially placed into honors or AP track
Initially placed into mixed regular track – higher than
regular track but lower than mixed honors and honors
tracks
Initially placed into mixed honors track – higher than
regular and mixed regular tracks but lower than honors
track

Tracks – Incorrect Initial Placement Variables Based on EXPLORE Placement Criteria
Incorrect Level 1 Down
Incorrectly placed in the first semester down into remedial
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Incorrect Level 2 Down

Incorrect Level 2 Up
Incorrect Mixed Regular Up
Incorrect Mixed Regular
Down
Incorrect Mixed Honors Up
Incorrect Mixed Honors
Down
Incorrect Level 3 Up

track from a regular track
Incorrectly placed in the first semester down into regular
track from a mixed regular, mixed honors, or honors
tracks
Incorrectly placed in the first semester up into a regular
track from a remedial track
Incorrectly placed in the first semester up into a mixed
regular track from a regular or remedial track
Incorrectly placed in the first semester down into a mixed
regular track from a mixed honors or honors track
Incorrectly placed in the first semester up into a mixed
honors track from a mixed regular or regular track
Incorrectly placed in the first semester down into a mixed
honors track from an honors track
Incorrectly placed in the first semester up into an honors
track from mixed honors, mixed regular, or regular tracks

04.1
04.2
05.1
05.2
06.1
06.2

2007 Graduate Cohort – Semester Codes
1st semester Freshman year, 2004
2nd semester Freshman year, 2004
1st semester Sophomore year, 2005
2nd semester Sophomore year, 2005
1st semester Junior year, 2006
2nd semester Junior year, 2006

05.1
05.2
06.1
06.2
07.1
07.2

2008 Graduate Cohort – Semester Codes
1st semester Freshman year, 2005
2nd semester Freshman year, 2005
1st semester Sophomore year, 2006
2nd semester Sophomore year, 2006
1st semester Junior year, 2007
2nd semester Junior year, 2007
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Initial Placement Criteria for Mathematics Courses Based on EXPLORE Mathematics
Scale Scores
EXPLORE Mathematics Scale
Score
Level 1 – Enriched & Regular Level with Support
<15
Level 2 – Regular Level
15-18
Level 3 – Honors
19-25
Initial Placement Criteria for English Courses Based on EXPLORE Reading Scale Scores
EXPLORE Reading Scale Score
Level 1 – Enriched & Regular Level with Support
<12
Level 2 – Regular Level
12-14
Level 2 - Mixed Regular
15-16
Level 3 – Mixed Honors
17-19
Level 3 – Honors
>19

Initial Placement Criteria for Science Courses Based on EXPLORE Mathematics Scale
Scores
EXPLORE Science National Norms
Level 1 – Enriched & Regular Level with Support
0-30%
Level 2 – Regular Level
31-66%
Level 2 - Mixed Regular
67-77%
Level 3 – Mixed Honors
78-89%
Level 3 – Honors
90-100%
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List of student variables requested from the school district
Demographic data
Encrypted ID
Gender
Race/ethnicity
Meal status
IEP status
ELL status
Middle school

Transcript data
School year
Semester code
Course code
Course name
Course section
Course session
Course level
Grades:
Quarter 1, 2, 3, & 4
Semester 1 & 2
Semester 1 & 2 exam
Earned credits
Cumulative GPA

Test data
EXPLORE (scale scores and
national norms):
English, Reading,
Mathematics, Science,
Composite
PLAN (scale scores and
national norms):
English, Reading,
Mathematics, Science,
Composite
PSAE/ACT (scale scores and
national norms):
English, Reading,
Mathematics, Science,
Composite
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